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Abstract
Music is an integral part of human culture. Most people have the capacity for music
perception and production, but the degree of music competency varies between
individuals. My aim is to study the genetic components affecting this variation. In
this thesis, I studied abilities to identify pitch, tone duration and sound patterns,
which can be considered as basic components of musicality, as well as realisation of
music abilities, namely music practice, musicianship, composing, arranging and
improvising. Musical ability is a diverse phenotype that includes both acquired and
innate abilities. Earlier studies have already shown some genetic components
affecting musical traits. However, the genetic basis of musical ability has remained
mostly unknown.
Genetic predisposition of musical aptitude was first studied in family material
(N=915) using three tests of musical aptitude: Karma’s test for auditory structuring
(KMT), and Seashore’s tests for time (ST) and pitch (SP). Heritability estimates of
the test results ranged from 21-68%. Genomic regions were assigned using linkage
and linkage disequilibrium analyses implemented in KELVIN. The best association
was obtained at 3q21.3 and the best linkage at 4p14. The best-associated region was
near the GATA2 gene, which is an important transcription factor and is related to
hearing. The linked region at 4p14 is adjacent to the PCDH7 gene, a neuronal
receptor with also a suggested role in cochlear complexes. There were also other
linked regions at chromosomes 4, 16, 18 and 22. The genes within these linked
regions showed enrichment of inner ear development and schizophrenia related
genes.
In the second part of this thesis, more complex features of musical abilities were
studied: music-related creative activities. Again, the heritability estimates settled to
approximately 30% for arranging and composing. Somewhat surprisingly, I found
significant linkage at 18q21 for musically experienced individuals without creative
activity in music (neither composing nor arranging). This region contains, for
example, cadherin genes CDH7 and CDH19. The creative activities in music were
suggestively linked to 4q22.1 and 16p12.1-q12.1. Joint analysis of linkage
disequilibrium and linkage of composing showed enrichment of the long-term
depression pathway, which is a molecular pathway important in learning and
memory.
The genetics of music test results were further studied with selection signature
methods that can reveal regions under positive selection characteristic to the studied
phenotype. Using three methods, FST, haploPS and XP-EHH, over 100 candidate
genomic regions were detected to be under positive selection in individuals with
high scores in the music tests but not in the individuals with low scores. However,
there were only a few overlaps between the results from the three methods used.
Enrichment analysis pointed to the development of the inner ear, corresponding to
the enrichment results from the musical aptitude linkage analysis, even though there
were no common regions between these two studies.
8

The fourth part of this thesis integrates our musical aptitude gene mapping results
with other music-related studies. A convergent genomics approach was used to rank
results from human musical trait studies and from music-related studies using other
animals. Genes and biomarkers showing the most prominent association to musical
abilities included EGR1, cortisol, FOS and FOXP2. The best 40 genes showed
enrichment of cognition. Previous studies have shown that musical abilities share a
common background with cognitive abilities, such as intelligence, and this study is
the first to suggest the associated molecules.
In conclusion, with these studies, I suggest many new genes and pathways to be
associated with musical traits. I also show that music has a genetic component that
is partly overlapping with overall cognition and hearing. Some evidence of a
common evolutionary background of birdsong, language and music was obtained.
The genetic predisposition for music is affected by a large number of genes of which
only a few have been identified. Here, a new approach using a convergent genomics
method and integration of animal model results in the study of musical traits has
been introduced that can also be used to evaluate genomics results in the future.

Abstract
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Tiivistelmä
Musiikki on olennainen osa kulttuuriamme eikä tunneta yhtään ihmisen kulttuuria,
jossa ei olisi musiikkia. Musiikin on todettu vaikuttavan ihmisiin sekä muihin
eläimiin: musiikin kuuntelu ja tuottaminen muuttavat hormonituotantoa,
rentouttavat, nopeuttavat paranemista sekä muuttavat aivoja jopa pysyvästi. Lähes
kaikilla ihmisillä on kyky musiikin kuunteluun ja tuottamiseen, mutta yksilöiden
välillä on eroja: kaikki eivät kasva musiikin ihmelapsiksi ja joillekin sävelen
muistaminen on helpompaa kuin toisille. Väitöskirjatyöni aiheena on selvittää
musikaalisuuden geneettistä taustaa, sitä yksilöiden välistä eroa, joka tekee meistä
musiikillisesti erilaisia. Musikaalisuus sisältää paljon erilaisia ominaisuuksia, joista
tässä työssäni keskityn kuullun musiikin erotteluun perustuviin Karman ja Seashoren
testeihin, jotka mittaavat sävelkorkeuden, -pituuden ja rakenteiden erottelua, sekä
musiikin tuottamiseen liittyviin ominaisuuksiin sisältäen erityisesti säveltämisen ja
sovittamisen.
Ensimmäisessä osatyössä tutkimme assosiaatio- ja kytkentäanalyysein geneettisiä
tekijöitä, jotka vaikuttavat musikaalisuutesteissä pärjäämiseen. Aineistona
tutkimuksessa on suomalaisia sukuja (N=915). Heritabiliteetin, eli geneettisen
osuuden yksilöiden välisistä eroista, arvioitiin olevan 21-68%. Paras assosiaatio
löydettiin kromosomista 3q21.3 läheltä GATA2-geeniä, jonka tiedetään vaikuttavan
mm. kuuloon sekä aivojen kehitykseen. Parhaiten kytkeytyi alue kromosomista 4p14,
jonka lähellä assosioitui PCDH7-geeni. PCDH7 on neuronireseptori, joka vaikuttaa
myös kuuloon. Muita kytkeytyneitä alueita löydettiin kromosomeista 4, 16, 18 ja 22.
Kytkeytyneiltä alueilta löytyneet geenit liittyivät oletettua enemmän sisäkorvan
kehitykseen ja skitsofreniaan.
Musiikillisen luovuuden perimän haravoinnissa tutkimme säveltämiseen ja
sovittamiseen liittyviä genomin alueita. Näiden ominaisuuksien heritabiliteetiksi
arvioitiin noin 30%. Kromosomi 18q21 kytkeytyi musiikillisesti harrastuneisiin,
mutta säveltämistä tai sovittamista harrastamattomiin, yksilöihin. Tämä alue pitää
sisällään mm. kadheriinigeenit CDH7 ja CDH19. Lisäksi löytyi viitteitä säveltämisen
ja sovittamisen kytkeytymisestä kromosomeihin 4q22.1 ja 16p12.1-q12.1.
Kytkentäepätasapainoa hyödyntävän analyysin osoittamilta alueilta löytyi
oppimiseen ja muistiin liittyvään LTD-reaktioreittiin vaikuttavia geenejä.
Kolmannessa osatyössä, musikaalisuuden evoluution tutkimuksessa, etsimme
perimän alueita, joihin on kohdistunut positiivista valintaa ja jotka ovat ominaisia
musikaalisuustesteissä pärjäävillä. Käytimme kolmea mittaria, haploPS, XP-EHH ja
FST-laskentatapoja. Näillä menetelmillä löytyi perimän alueita, joissa sijaitsee
sisäkorvan kehitykseen ja aivojen toimintaan vaikuttavia geenejä. Tutkimuksessa
löytyi myös samoja geenejä, joiden tiedetään vaikuttavan puheen kehitykseen ja
laululintujen laulamiseen. Eri menetelmien tulosten välillä oli kuitenkin vain vähän
yhtäläisyyttä. Vaikka sisäkorvan kehitykseen liittyvät geenit olivat tässäkin osatyössä
rikastuneet, ei positiivisesti valikoituneiden alueiden ja ensimmäisen osatyön
kytkentäalueiden välillä ollut päällekkäisyyttä.
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Viimeisessä osatyössä yhdistimme aiemmat osatyöt muihin musikaalisuuden geenija molekyylitutkimusten tuloksiin. Lisäksi hyödynsimme eläinmalleilla saatuja
musiikkiin liittyviä tuloksia, kuten linnunlaulun geenitutkimuksia ja hiirien
musiikkialtistuksen vaikutuksista tehtyjä molekulaarisia tutkimuksia. Konvergoivan
genomiikan menetelmällä arvotimme näistä kaikista tutkimuksista saatuja tuloksia ja
tunnistimme ne geneettiset tekijät, jotka näiden kaikkien tutkimusten valossa
todennäköisimmin vaikuttavat musikaalisuuteen. Todennäköisimmiksi arvioidut
geenit ja hormonit sisälsivät EGR1-, FOS- ja FOXP2-geenit sekä kortisolin.
Parhaiden 40 molekyylin joukossa oli rikastuneina erityisesti kognitiivisiin kykyihin
liittyviä geenejä. Aiemman tutkimuksen valossa tiedetään, että kognitiivisilla kyvyillä
ja musikaalisuudella on osittain yhteinen tausta, mutta yhteisiä geenejä ei ole
tunnettu.
Musikaalisuus on monitekijäinen ominaisuus, johon vaikuttavat sekä synnynnäiset
kyvyt että opitut taidot. Oletettavaa on, että musiikkiin liittyy satoja, jopa tuhansia
geenejä. Näiden geenien tunteminen voi auttaa vastaamaan mm. kysymyksiin siitä,
miksi musiikki on säilynyt ihmisen evoluutiossa, miten ja miksi musiikki meihin
vaikuttaa, minkälaiset biologiset erot johtavat eroihin musikaalisuudessa tai onko
puheen ja musiikin geneettinen tausta yhteinen. Tutkimalla normaalia vaihtelua
ihmisten välillä – kuten musikaalisuutta – voimme selvittää mihin biologisiin
mekanismeihin normaalit kognitiiviset toimintomme aivoissa perustuvat.

Tiivistelmä
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1 Introduction
Music is an integral part of human culture. Most people are interested in music and
music has measurable biological effects in the body (VanderArk & Ely, 1993;
Fancourt et al., 2014). There is genetic predisposition for music; even at birth, we
can identify certain musical abstracts like pitch, tempo and consonance (Trehub,
2001). However, the genetic background for mediating the effects of music as well
as for musical abilities has mainly been unknown.
Music itself is biologically interesting, as it has proved to affect brain plasticity (Hyde
et al., 2009b), mood (Schulreich et al., 2014) and recovery from many
neuropsychiatric and physiological issues (see for example Särkämö et al., 2016).
Music is a strong factor that serves as a model for interaction between genes and the
environment. The genetic factors behind musical abilities may help in understanding
the molecular mechanisms of brain plasticity. Music-specific biological pathways
could increase knowledge about music processing as well as the evolutionary roots
of music.
The publication of the human genome in 2001 enhanced progress in the research of
human behavioural genetics. The research started from behavioural disorders and
expanded to also cover normal cognitive variation such as intelligence, memory and
music. The genetic study of specific cognitive functions helps to identify genetic
domains affecting overall cognition. For example, many genes known from
psychiatric diseases also have an effect on normal cognitive functions (St Pourcain
et al., 2013; Kavanagh et al., 2015). Thus, studying music may also complement the
study of related phenotypes like speech and creativity.
Overall, musical ability includes a wide variety of skills both inherited and acquired.
Our hypothesis is that genetic variants associated with musical abilities can have a
pivotal role in musical practices and music evolution. In this study, we have assessed
musical aptitude using the auditory structuring ability test (Karma Music Test, KMT)
and Carl Seashore’s subtests of pitch (SP) and time discrimination (ST). At the same
time, I acknowledge that the tests cover only a limited portion of the abilities
important in music. Thus, I have also studied composing and arranging, which show
more complex features of musical abilities.
Most musical abilities are human-specific but some can be identified from other
animals as well. For example, birdsong includes many musical features (Rothenberg
et al., 2014) and the effects of music listening can be studied in animals. Similarly,
basic components of musical abilities, like pitch memory, can be found from any
animals able to hear.
This study was performed to identify genetic loci and variants associated with
musical aptitude and creative activities in music. In addition, we assigned candidate
regions showing positive selection with musical aptitude in the human genome.
Finally, we combined genomic data from studies on humans and animals to identify
common genes and pathways underlying music-related traits.
12

2 Review of literature
2.1 Behavioural genetics
2.1.1 Structure of the genome
The human genome consists of 23 chromosomes; diploid organisms like humans
inherit two copies of every chromosome, one from their mother and one from their
father. Exceptions are the sex chromosomes (allosomes) and mitochondrial DNA,
where mitochondrial DNA and one X-chromosome are always inherited from the
mother. The father transmits his Y-chromosome to his sons and the X-chromosome
to his daughters.
The genetic code of the human genome was published in 2001 (Cravchik et al., 2001;
Lander et al., 2001). The human genome includes approximately 3.2 billion base
pairs (bp) and 20,000 genes (Harrow et al., 2012). Until now, thousands of human
genomes from different individuals have been published and a human reference
genome has been compiled. The reference genome enables, for example,
identification of novel mutations, genome-wide methods for gene mapping and
understanding normal variation in the genome.
The DNA sequence is highly similar between individuals; 99.9% of our genomes are
identical. The remaining differences between individuals cause, for example, one
person to have dark hair and another to develop Huntington disease. The genetic
variation is essentially caused by mutations. On average, every individual acquires
50-100 new mutations that they will pass to offspring (Lynch, 2010). These
mutations are transmitted over generations where genetic recombination rearranges
and random assortment shuffles these variants into gametes (Figure 1). As a result,
it is very unlikely that any two individuals – with the exception of monozygotic twins
– have exactly the same genome. Evolutionary processes change the prevalence of
the genetic variants over time. In general, beneficial mutations will become more
common and deleterious mutations will vanish. Neutral mutations drift
stochastically in frequency over time. Different types of mutations exist:
substitutions, deletions, duplications, inversions, insertions and translocations.
Simple, single nucleotide variants, where an ancient substitution has drifted to a
population frequency of at least 1% are called SNPs. Variants where a short DNA
tract is repeated in variable times is called a microsatellite.
The 20,000 genes of the human genome are not constantly translated. Gene
regulation dictates which genes are read and which silenced. Gene regulation makes
it possible for different cells to develop in different directions. Some genes are
silenced and some are enhanced in order for the cell to act appropriately. The cell’s
own actions, other cells and the overall environment affects the cell, mainly through
gene regulation. Outside of genes, the genome includes numerous other DNA
elements that affect gene regulation. The environment can change genome function,
for example through epigenetics and DNA binding factors. Thus, the genome is not
a straight-forward representation of genetic code but a constantly changing
Review of literature
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cooperation of substances in the cell, the environment, the genetic code and other
elements affecting the genome. One example of gene regulation is alternative
splicing, where different proteins are produced from the same gene by choosing
which exons are included at which time and in which tissue.
2.1.2 Genetics of traits
The first step to studying the genetics of any phenotype is to search for familial
aggregation of the trait. If the phenotype has a genetic component affecting its
outcome, relatives are more similar to each other than random individuals from the
same population. Concerning heritable traits like height, siblings tend to resemble
each other more than unrelated individuals. With heritable diseases, we can usually
find families where there are multiple patients in one family.
Some phenotypes like albinism are caused by a single gene. These traits are called
Mendelian as they are inherited by the rules of Gregor Mendel (Mendel, 1866).
Behavioural and other common traits are typically complex as they are affected by
multiple sources of variation including many genetic components and
environmental factors. The genetic predisposition of complex traits may include
tens or even thousands of variants affecting the trait. The complex phenotypes have
typically quantitative nature whereas single gene traits are typically discrete.
Resemblance between relatives can be used to estimate the proportion of the
phenotypic variance that is due to genetic effects. For binary traits (i.e. dichotomous
or case/control), relative risk (alias risk ratio, RR) measures the ratio of the
probability for the disease between the normal population and the relatives of the
affected individuals. For quantitative traits, heritability (H2) is used. Heritability gives
the fraction of phenotypic variance explained by genetic variation. The more
commonly used narrow-sense heritability (h2) considers only additive genetic
variance. It is defined as:
.
In this thesis, heritability refers to this narrow sense heritability. One should also
remember that the heritability estimate is always population specific as the genetic
and environmental variation may differ between populations; thus, h2 estimated in
one population does not even theoretically have to approximate the estimate from
another population. The most reliable way of estimating the genetic influence on a
trait is via twin studies where all variation between the monozygotic twins is caused
by the environment. Naturally, it is not always possible to carry out a twin study.
For Mendelian traits, the mode of inheritance can be evaluated with segregation
analysis, which is statistical detection of how phenotypic variation is passed to the
next generation. This can be done with family material, estimating the phenotype
ratios in offspring. The mode of inheritance tells whether the trait is inherited in
dominant, recessive or additive fashion. However, with complex traits it may be
impossible to know if the complex pattern is caused by incomplete penetrance,
multiple loci or some other reason.
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Figure 1. Genetic recombination shuffles genetic variants from the mother and father into
the offspring’s genomes. Here, the inheritance of one fictitious diploid chromosome is shown in
a pedigree. The original founder chromosomes in this family are shown in different colours. In
general, siblings share on average half of the genetic variants. As an example, a variant linked to
widow’s peak has been marked with asterisks.

Concerning music-related traits studied in this thesis, previous research refers to the
traits as being complex rather than Mendelian (see also chapter 2.2.3 in this thesis).
Thus, the following introduction to gene mapping methods focuses on methods
applicable for complex traits and family data, because the data in this thesis consists
mostly of families.
2.1.3 Genome-wide gene mapping strategies for complex traits
Gene mapping methods are used to locate genetic factors contributing to the
variation of the studied phenotype. The locations of the genes are determined
utilising simple genetic variants (SNPs or microsatellites) as landmarks. The
relationship between the phenotypes and genetic variants can be studied in many
ways. Two basic classes of gene mapping methods are linkage and association
analyses.
2.1.3.1 Linkage

In general, linkage analysis measures co-segregation of phenotype and genotypes.
Figure 1 shows an example where widow’s peak is inherited together with a locus
marked with an asterisk. In chromosomes, markers that are physically close to each
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other are more probably inherited together. In linkage analysis, we essentially try to
detect the most probable location for the underlying causative genetic locus (often
called disease locus) through the observed markers. This unknown disease locus is
inferred from the observed trait phenotypes. Family members sharing the same
variants near the disease locus should resemble each other phenotypically. Linkage
analysis gives the likelihood of a certain genomic marker locus to be linked to the
disease locus in the studied families.
Most linkage methods are based on either the Elston-Stewart (E-S) (Elston &
Stewart, 1971) or Lander-Green (L-G) (Lander & Green, 1987) algorithms (Ott &
Hoh, 2000). The basic difference between the algorithms is that E-S factorises
likelihood calculation by individuals and L-G by markers. As the calculation of the
linkage is computationally expensive, E-S can handle large families but only a small
number of markers whereas L-G can handle a large number of markers but only
simple families. In many modern methods, these algorithms have either been
extended to overcome some of this complication or some combination of these two
have been used.
The linkage methods are further divided into parametric and non-parametric
methods. In parametric linkage analysis, we need to specify the mode of inheritance
including, for example, the genetic model (additive, recessive or dominant), the allele
frequency in the population and the penetrance. Non-parametric methods do not
require the mode of inheritance to be specified, however, parametric methods are
often statistically more powerful than non-parametric methods (like in any statistical
testing). As mentioned above, it may be hard to solve the mode of inheritance
underlying a complex trait. Parametric methods are sensitive to model
misspecification which can lead to spurious results and reduction of power (Almasy
et al., 2015). Thus, non-parametric, or model-free, methods are preferred when the
model is unknown.
Many non-parametric methods are based on allele sharing probabilities (see for
example Kruglyak et al., 1996; Kong and Cox, 1997). The most common approach
is to calculate the proportion of shared alleles that are inherited from the same
ancestor. These are said to be identical by descent (IBD). The methods compare the
IBD sharing alleles between affected relatives: expected versus observed
proportions. When a marker is linked to the disease, the IBD between affected
relatives will increase from its expected value.
Concerning quantitative traits, where simple dichotomous division to affected and
unaffected individuals is not possible, variance-components (VC) methods are often
used. VC methods, also called as linear mixed models, are based on IBD sharing
(Amos, 1994; Almasy & Blangero, 1998). The phenotypically similar individuals are
assumed to share alleles near the quantitative trait locus (QTL) more commonly
than by coincidence. Within the VC method, the phenotypic covariance is explained
by components of genetic and environmental effects. The VC method has been
implemented in SOLAR software package (Almasy & Blangero, 1998).
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Most common linkage methods are based on a traditional statistical theory called
the frequentist theory, which focuses on frequencies seen in random samples.
Another option, currently becoming more popular, is Bayesian inference, which is
based on observing known data and measuring the probability that a certain reason
for some event is true. The relationship between conditional probabilities can be
written as:

which describes how probable (Pr) it is that X happened because of Y compared to
other possible reasons (Bayes, 1763). In linkage analysis, we can calculate the
probability that a certain measured genotype (Y) would cause the observed trait
variation (X). In frequentist statistics, the p-value gives the probability of getting a
certain result from observed data when it is not true. In linkage analysis, the results
are usually given on a logarithmic scale for the ratio of the probabilities for linkage
and against linkage, which is called the LOD (logarithm of odds) score. In the
Bayesian approach, results are given as probabilities that the reason, for example a
certain genetic locus, caused the event, for example some phenotype, instead of
other explanations. Thus, probabilities range from 0 to 1 where 1 stands for proof.
The Bayesian linkage methods include, for example, the posterior probability of
linkage (PPL) framework (Vieland, 1998). This framework has been implemented in
the KELVIN program that is based on the E-S algorithm (Vieland et al., 2011).
Compared to the frequentist analysis where parameters are fixed, the parameters in
the Bayesian framework are estimated from prior probabilities and the data. In
addition, a multiple testing problem that challenges frequentist-based gene mapping,
affects Bayesian-based analyses less because they compare the studied reason (Y) to
all possible reasons in the likelihood calculation instead of comparing an alternative
to the null hypothesis (for more information, see Scott and Berger, 2006).
2.1.3.2 Association

The other fundamental class of gene mapping methods include association analyses.
Genetic association analysis studies the correlation between phenotype status and
genotypes. The frequencies of genotypes (or alleles) are compared between cases
and controls in a population sample. Association analyses are usually
computationally less demanding than linkage analyses. The main focus of the
association analysis is on single marker analyses and short haplotypes whereas
linkage analysis usually focus on genomic regions.
Genome-wide association studies (GWAS) have been successful in the past decade
showing more than 15,000 SNP-trait associations (Welter et al., 2014). The
methodology for GWAS is widely discussed and protocols have been published (see
for example Zondervan and Cardon, 2007; Visscher et al., 2012). GWAS have been
published for qualitative and quantitative traits in different population samples.
Association analysis on families can increase power compared to the more typical
case-control setting, as shown by simulations (Laird & Lange, 2006; Hiekkalinna et
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al., 2012). However, the methodology for family settings is less extensive.
Fortunately, the use of family-based data has gained new interest in recent years;
new methods have been published for rare variant and sequence data analysis (Lee
et al., 2014). For nuclear families, methods include the transmission disequilibrium
test (TDT) that compares transmitted alleles to expected distribution of alleles, and
the haplotype-relative-risk (HRR) method that uses the non-transmitted alleles as
controls and transmitted alleles as cases (Ewens & Spielman, 1995). The familybased association test (FBAT) is built on the TDT and has been extended to be used
with different kinds of traits (Horvath et al., 2001; Laird & Lange, 2006). These three
types of methods are usually applied with small sized families.
Concerning large and mixed sized families, there are only a few LD (linkage
disequilibrium) methods that can utilise the families as a whole and do not break the
pedigrees into nuclear components (Hiekkalinna et al., 2012). Such methods include
likelihood-based methods like Pseudomarker that can be used for binary traits
(Hiekkalinna et al., 2011), and MENDEL that has many different analysis options
(Lange et al., 2013). A partially likelihood-based method is also the posterior
probability of LD (PPLD) method implemented in KELVIN that is most suitable
for quantitative traits (Vieland et al., 2011). As all these listed methods are
computationally intensive, faster association methods have been developed that
correct for the relatedness instead of using it as a starting point. These methods
include, for example, the GRAMMAR algorithm (Aulchenko, de Koning, et al.,
2007) that has been implemented in GenAbel (Aulchenko, Ripke, et al., 2007). The
methods that use full family information are usually most powerful, although HRR
(which uses only nuclear families) has proven to maintain equivalent power in
simulations (Hiekkalinna et al., 2012).
2.1.3.3 Selection signature analysis methods

Additional to linkage and association methods, genetic loci affecting a certain
phenotype can be identified through signatures of selection; beneficial mutations or
variants favourable in a new environment will become objects of positive selection.
Positive selection changes the frequency of the variant and shapes the LD pattern
around the variant, which can lead to excess of extremely long haplotypes or high
frequency alleles. Thus, the selection pressure will leave signatures in genome that
can be detected (Sabeti et al., 2007). Even weak selection can become notable after
accumulating over sufficiently long period of time (Storz, 2005).
Regions with reduced variability may be a signal of positive selection. Thus,
homozygosity tests can be performed to compare cases and controls to test if some
haplotypes have achieved fixation in cases but remained polymorphic in the
controls. An example of a method that is based on the homozygosity test is the
Cross-Population Extended Haplotype Homozygosity (XP-EHH) method (Sabeti
et al., 2007). Recent positive selection can lead to exceptionally long haplotypes; if
the frequency of an allele increases fast in the population, there will not be enough
time for recombination to fraction the haplotype around the allele (Sabeti et al.,
2007). HaploPS searches for these kind of exceptionally long haplotypes (Liu et al.,
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2013). Contrary to these haplotype methods, genetic differentiation between two
populations can also be used to identify regions under selective pressure (Storz,
2005). The Fixation Index, F-statistics (FST) parameter can be used to measure the
genetic differentiation between populations from allele frequencies (Weir & Hill,
2002). When it is applied to cases and controls, it can be used to identify regions
with maximum differentiation (Weir & Hill, 2002; Storz, 2005; Vitti et al., 2013).
However, there are no selection signature methods available for families. The use of
related individuals in the existing methods would result in biased LD structure and
allele frequency estimations.
2.1.3.4 Multiple testing

Traditional frequentist statistical tests pose the fundamental problem of multiple
testing, especially prominent in association studies where the number of tests
performed easily becomes very large. As there can be differences between any two
groups just by chance, differences in allele frequencies between cases and controls
can emerge just by chance. In a genome-wide study, millions of genetic loci are used
which means millions of statistical tests. If the chance of getting a false positive
association is 1% in one test, there will be on average 10,000 such spurious
associations when performing one million independent tests. Thus, the p-value
thresholds for declaring a positive test result need to be corrected by the number of
tests.
Rule-of-thumb p-value thresholds have been proposed for both linkage and
association analyses. In GWAS, a p-value threshold of 5*10-8 has been commonly
accepted for genome-wide significance (Li et al., 2012). This threshold should result
in a false discovery rate (FDR) less than 5% when the whole genome is analysed. In
linkage analyses, a LOD score of 3 has been commonly used as the threshold for a
significant linkage, meaning 1000 times the likelihood of linkage compared to the
likelihood of non-linkage. However, there are also other features affecting the
probability that a detected linkage is true. For example, the width of the linked region
may relate to significance (Ott & Hoh, 2000). Additional information, for example
functional data or similar results from other studies, may also suggest a genuine
result even though the significance thresholds were not met.
The multiple testing problem can also be corrected by empirical methods. There,
the p-value distribution under the assumption that the null hypothesis is true is
estimated from the data by simulations. In these simulations, data with the same
properties as the real data is used to estimate the empirical p-value threshold for the
chosen FDR. Whereas threshold methods are applied regardless of sample size and
other factors, these are taken into consideration in the empirical correction methods.
However, the genome-wide mapping methods can be computationally extensive.
The simulations increase computations and, especially with families, can lead to
infeasible computation times, at least with current computer power.
Some methods have been proposed to ease the multiple testing problem by making
fewer statistical tests. The multipoint linkage, haplotype-based association and
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selection signature methods are examples of these kinds of methods. Another
approach is to use a preselection stage to reduce the number of markers used in the
final single marker analyses (Wason & Dudbridge, 2012). With less markers in the
actual analysis, the two-stage analysis reduces the multiple testing problem and
computational burden. The approach is not limited to any particular association
method but the two stages need to be independent (Dai et al., 2012). The two-stage
analyses are not common, but methodology has been suggested for other
computationally intensive analyses like interaction analyses and for sequence data
(Boonstra et al., 2016).
2.1.3.5 Biological significance

Gene mapping methods are used to uncover the genetic regions affecting the trait
studied. However, it is crucial to note that the methods do not identify the genes
but only genetic regions or variants. The majority of the variants associated with
complex traits have been identified outside coding regions, which complicates the
prediction of the biological function (Hindorff et al., 2009). With additional analyses
or information, we can estimate whether a specific adjacent gene affects the trait
outcome. For example, functional studies (like transgenic animal models) can be
used to show whether a mutation has an effect on a specific gene that could explain
the trait (see for example Freedman et al., 2011). Another method is to perform an
enrichment analysis to search for functions or pathways related to multiple
associated locations or genes adjacent to the regions. As genes interact with each
other, many diseases are caused by mutations in genes working within certain
pathways. For example, signaling in neurons requires a cascade of genes to work
and mutation in any of those genes may impair the function. Similarly, there might
be associations found in multiple genes within a pathway, which indicate the
biological importance of that pathway for the studied trait.
Biologically relevant results should replicate between different studies and settings.
In other words, findings that have been made in multiple studies are more probably
biologically relevant and not spurious. These replicated signals can be identified
through meta-analyses and other methods like convergent functional genomics
(CFG). CFG is an algorithm for ranking results from multiple evidence layers
(Bertsch et al., 2005). In the simplest form, it is counting votes for the genes.
Normally, layer weights are considered. The layers can include evidence from
multiple sources like gene mapping, gene and protein expression, inhibition and
biomarker levels. The algorithm has been implemented in the GenRank package for
Rstudio (Kanduri & Järvelä, 2016). The approach can be used for merely human
data to get maximum phenotype specificity or to also integrate animal model data
to achieve better sensitivity for the molecular evidence. It aims to identify the most
probable candidate genes for the studied phenotype.
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2.2 Musical abilities
2.2.1 Biological origins of music
Music is a part of every human culture (Merriam, 1964; Savage et al., 2015). In rituals,
music evokes strong emotions. Music can even be utilised in hospitals to help people
recover faster (Särkämö et al., 2008). Music is known to affect us; in marketing,
music is used to compel us to buy more (Alpert et al., 2005). Generally, music has
many biological effects in our bodies, but not much is known about the specifics of
these functions. Moreover, music does not only affect humans, but has measurable
effect on some other animals as well (Chikahisa et al., 2006; Angelucci et al., 2007;
Sanyal et al., 2013). The music-related capacities in animals are covered in chapter
2.2.7.
In many studies, music has been characterised as a product of general-purpose
cognitive functions, but there is also evidence for music-specific neuronal pathways
(Peretz & Zatorre, 2005). For example, speech and music can be differently impaired
in brain injuries (Peretz & Zatorre, 2005; Peretz, 2006). This was also illustrated in
the case of Finnish singer Kaisa Makkonen who lost the ability to speak after a brain
infarction but was able to continue to sing (Nousiainen & Ranta, 2015). Otherwise,
memory, learning and many other common cognitive functions are required in many
musical tasks. Supposedly, most musical abilities are based on both music-specific
and general-purpose cognitive functions.
There is genetic predisposition for music cognition. Even at birth we can identify
certain musical abstracts like pitch, tempo and consonance (Perani et al., 2010). Most
people have the capacity for music perception and production, but the degree of
competency in music varies between individuals. In this thesis, I have studied
differences between individual’s abilities to identify pitch, note length and sound
patterns, which can be considered as basic components of musicality (see for
example Honing et al., 2015). Additionally, I have studied realisation of musical
abilities, namely music practice, musicianship, composing, arranging and
improvising. Musical ability itself comprises diverse phenotypes that includes both
acquired and innate skills.
2.2.2 Evolutionary origins of music
It has been argued whether music is an adaptation as such or makes use of other
existing skills (Honing et al., 2015). Probably, it has been a mixture of them both,
some aspects of music are adaptations based on pre-existing capacities (Trainor,
2015). For example, auditory processing has supposedly evolved for other uses than
music. That ability may have evolved into the pitch processing needed in music
(Trainor, 2015). Similarly, a sense of rhythm is important in walking which may
explain why it has evolved. However, it has been suggested that music is important
for group cohesion and social bonds, which may have evoked selection pressure for
music-related abilities even though the abilities would originally have been based on
other, existing skills (Fukui & Toyoshima, 2014; Honing et al., 2015; Trainor, 2015).
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Consequently, music and musicality may be, at least partially, cultural creations and
may have evolved further from pre-existing capacities. But as Honing et al. (2015)
stated, “Despite the apparent impossibility of studying the evolution of complex mental processes
such as cognition, we argue that a bottom-up approach involving the search for basic mechanisms
that combine into a multicomponent trait like musicality can be fruitful. Such an approach has
resulted in important insights in the domains of animal cognition and the evolution of language.”
Thus, the study of the genetics of music-related traits may unveil evolutionary
information despite the argument on the evolutionary grounds of music.
2.2.3 Music-related phenotypes and measurements
Musical abilities comprise a wide variety of skills (see for example Levitin, 2012).
For example, abilities to identify pitch, rhythm, tempo and consonance are
prerequisites to understand music. These capacities establish the ground to
understand more complex music properties like patterns, and to memorise and learn
music. Music practice and producing also features other skills depending on the
medium, such as hand and body coordination, singing, keeping rhythm, creativity,
adaptability and aesthetic sense.
Pitch processing is an example of an ability that can readily be measured. Absolute
pitch (AP) is one of the capacities relating to pitch processing. AP means the ability
to identify musical notes without any reference tone. Similarly, amusia, also known
as tone-deafness, is a musical disorder that appears as an inability to detect pitch.
Amusics have impaired perception of music with no deficit in hearing. It has been
estimated that 4 per cent of the population are amusics (Fry, 1948; Peretz et al.,
2007) even though there has been debate about the prevalence (Henry & McAuley,
2010).
Karma’s auditory theory divides musical abilities into primary capacities and
secondary music skills that are built upon them (Karma, 1994). According to the
theory, the primary capacities reflect innate musical aptitude and the secondary skills
are affected by environment. The primary capacities mostly include perceptional
abilities. However, it is not definite which abilities belong to the primary or
secondary capacities. Some skills, like musical creativity and understanding music,
are clearly defined as secondary skills. Otherwise, musical memory can be considered
as a partly primary and partly secondary skill; elementarily, musical memory includes
any ability to deposit a heard auditory signal and to be able to compare it to following
ones. As a more complex skill, it can be considered as representation and retention
of complex music pieces (Burunat et al., 2014).
Many musical abilities can be measured with tests (Table 1). Standardised tests were
developed, especially in the 20th century, but newer tests have recently been
introduced to be used through the internet. The older tests include tests from Carl
Seashore (Seashore et al., 1960), Herbert Wing (Wing, 1941) and Edwin Gordon
(Gordon, 1979). These are test batteries covering many aspects of musicality but
focus on perceptional skills. Seashore’s test battery covers tests for basic capacities
including, for example, rhythm, duration, pitch and tonal memory. Wing’s test
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battery also includes tests for more complex music properties like aesthetic
understanding. Gordon’s music test is a more complex test that focuses on giving a
full picture of the musical abilities of the individual. It is based on Gordon’s theory
on the sense of hearing, named audiation (Gordon, 2007). Newer tests include
KMT, which is a pattern recognition test (Karma, 2007) that has also been modified
to be used without hearing (Karma, 1994). Some tests include music playing or
singing like the Pitch Production Accuracy (PPA) test, a singing accuracy test that
measures the ability to reproduce pitch (Park et al., 2012).
Amusia has been tested with the Distorted Tunes Test (DTT) and Montreal Battery
of Evaluation of Amusia (MBEA) (Henry & McAuley, 2010). DTT includes popular
melodies where individuals are required to recognise distorted tunes (Drayna et al.,
2001). DTT illustrates pitch recognition ability where individuals identifying less
than 18 items from the 26 are considered amusics. MBEA is a similar test but the
melodies are new.
AP testing relies on identifying notes and, thus, only individuals who have received
music training can be tested. One example of an AP test is the test by Baharloo et
al. (2000). Some studies have used tests with no requirement for knowing note
names, for example PitchMatch! (Ross et al., 2004; Gregersen et al., 2013). Due to
differences in measuring, the prevalence for AP varies between studies. The
prevalence for the strict definition has been estimated as 0.1% (Deutsch et al., 2009).
Among music students, the prevalence of AP in individuals with European ancestry
is estimated at 7%, whereas it was even five times higher in individuals speaking tone
languages (Gregersen et al., 1999; Deutsch et al., 2009). This illustrates the effect of
early environmental exposure that is important in music.
As with any tests, there are limitations in musical aptitude testing, even though the
reliability of most of the tests has been reported to be relatively high (Shuter-Dyson
& Gabriel, 1981). Many tests correlate with music practice. At least some of the tests
Table 1. Music tests used in genetics studies.
Music test
Capacities tested
Advanced Measures Rhythm, pitch
of Music Audiation
Distorted tunes test Amusia, pitch recognition

Karma music test
Montreal Battery of
Evaluation of
Amusia
Pitch production
accuracy test
Swedish Musical
Discrimination Test
Seashore’s test
Wing’s test battery

Abbreviation

Reference

AMMA

Gordon, 2007

DTT

Drayna et al., 2001

Pattern recognition test
Amusia

KMT
MBEA

Karma, 2007
Henry & McAuley,
2010

Pitch, singing

PPA

Park et al., 2012

Melody, rhythm and pitch

SMDT

Ullen et al., 2014

Pitch, rhythm, duration,
timbre, loudness and tonal
memory
Chord, pitch, memory,
rhythm, harmony, intensity
and phrasing

SP, ST

Seashore et al., 1960

-

Wing, 1941
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are not sensitive to practice, as was shown in a twin study using the Swedish Musical
Discrimination Test (SMDT) (Mosing, Madison, et al., 2014). The music test results
also had a positive correlation with intelligence (Mosing, Pedersen, et al., 2014).
Additionally, many of the tests rely on concepts common in Western music, or are
otherwise culture-bound like DTT. This has led some researchers to think that
musicality is an overall culture-specific skill that cannot be measured. However,
musical abilities comprise skills that have shown to be reliably measured. Moreover,
the culture-dependency can be studied by comparing different populations.
One especially complex feature of musical abilities are emotions awakened by music,
for example, the ability to recognize emotions conveyed by music. These have been
studied based on experiences of “musical chills”, phenomenon where one can
experience shivers and goose bumps during music listening (Nusbaum et al., 2014).
Emotions have also been tested through hormone levels and heart rate (VanderArk
& Ely, 1993). However, the measurability of emotions in the general population may
not be reliable. For example, not everyone experiences musical chills despite the
emotions music awakens in them (Nusbaum et al., 2014). Similarly, the reaction in
hormone levels between music students and other students do vary; the effect on
cortisol level was opposite between the groups (VanderArk & Ely, 1993).
Another complex feature related to musical ability is musical creativity. Improvising,
composing and arranging are important in music. Improvising skills have been
included in some test batteries like those of Gordon (1979), Wang (1985) and
Webster (1983). In these tests, the participants produce sounds in various ways
according to instructions. The produced sounds are rated to assess the measurement
for improvising. However, this approach is difficult to implement in population
studies. Thus, questionnaires have been used to study improvising, composing and
arranging (see for example Sovansky et al., 2016).
Musical abilities include various skills that researchers have tried to measure for
decades. There are still debates on what and how to measure. The question relates
closely to what is music and what is not. These questions will most likely also remain
debatable. From the biological point of view, music is specific auditory stimuli that
is detected by the ear, auditory pathway and many regions in the brain. Genomics
and bioinformatics methods can be used to explore the biology and evolution of
music and sounds at the molecular level without any prior knowledge of the
biological background of the trait (Lander, 2011). The biological view on the subject
has been more practical; biological studies have concentrated on test reliability,
applicability and direct measures of music production, as has also been done in this
thesis.
2.2.4 Heritability of musical abilities
It is generally agreed that music abilities are affected by both genetic and
environmental factors. However, it has long been argued whether world-famous
musicians and musical prodigies are born with the competencies or if their music
perfection is produced by fruitful environment (see for example Howe et al., 1998,
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and the related discussion). Many historical musicians, like Mozart, have been used
as examples of innate competencies but these examples often lack information on
all family members and childhood education (Shuter-Dyson & Gabriel, 1981;
Levitin, 2006). For example, the environment and opportunities towards music in
these families may have substantially differed from the normal population. Thus,
twin and family studies have been used to estimate the proportion of genetic and
environmental factors on many musical abilities (for example Stanton, 1922; Friend,
1939; Drayna et al., 2001).
Estimates of heritability vary considerably between the phenotypes. Pitch
recognition with British twins showed a heritability between 71% and 80% (Drayna
et al., 2001). The phenotype definition was based on the DTT whose extreme values
are used to define amusics. In another study, the PPA test showed heritability of
40% in Mongolian families (Park et al., 2012). The heritability of musical aptitude
using three music tests in the Finnish population showed heritabilities from 21% to
57% (Pulli et al., 2008).
Sibling recurrence risk for AP has been estimated as 8-15 when controlling for early
music training (Baharloo et al., 2000). Similarly, sibling recurrence risk for amusia in
the United Kingdom was estimated as 10.8 with a prevalence of 4% (Peretz et al.,
2007). Both of these two recurrence risk results show a strong role for genetic
influence. A Swedish study using the SMDT showed heritability of 59% for melody,
50% for rhythm and 40% for pitch (Ullen et al., 2014). However, pitch recognition
showed significant gender differences not included in the estimate. Separate
heritabilities for the pitch test showed 30% for females and insignificant heritability
for males.
It has been widely discussed whether practice of music affects musical aptitude or
not (see for example Schellenberg, 2015). There is evidence for and against (Mosing,
Madison, et al., 2014; Strait & Kraus, 2014; Saarikivi et al., 2016). As there are
countless numbers of possible environmental factors affecting musical aptitude and
related abilities, the interaction between the environment and genes is utterly
complicated to study. The interaction is difficult to break down into separate factors
that could be measured. The Munich Model of Giftedness presents the performance
of, for example, music as an outcome from an interplay between abilities, personality
and environment (Figure 2) (Heller et al., 2005). The model depicts personality as a
moderator that makes it easier or harder to practice which affects the musical
outcome. The specific impact of practice has been studied using twins to separate
practice from other factors (Mosing, Madison, et al., 2014). In that study, it was
shown that at least the perceptional abilities in music seem to be quite constant
regardless of practice.
However, there are abilities like AP where childhood application of the ability, such
as music practice, is of importance in acquiring or maintaining the skill (Wilson et
al., 2012; Gervain et al., 2013). A similar sensitivity period has been reported in
language development (White et al., 2013). It has also been suggested that practice
during childhood may alter musical ability more than practice after this sensitivity
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Figure 2. Musical performance as an interplay between musical abilities, personality and
environment. The division into these four categories is based on the Munich Model of Giftedness
(Heller et al., 2005). Music-related factors that are part of the interplay as well as some performance
features are given. Similar models have been proposed, especially in expertise studies in music (see
for example Ullen et al., 2015).

period (White et al., 2013; Baer et al., 2015). However, there is a lack of tests that
would be reliable for pre-schoolers. Thus, it is difficult to study the effect of practice
during the sensitivity period. Overall, early music exposure as an environmental
factor suggests an interaction between genetic predisposition and environmental
exposure.
In conclusion, a large part of the discussion as to whether music is an innate ability
or a result from practice comes from the differences in definition of musical abilities,
whether we discuss music performance or musical abilities. Abilities are less prone
to environmental factors (like music practice) whereas music performance, like
musicianship, depends greatly on environment and personality (Figure 2).
2.2.5 Physiological effects of music
Music listening and producing affect the body. Music listening has physiological
effects on heart rate, blood pressure, respiration and mood (Mockel et al., 1994;
Blood & Zatorre, 2001; Schulreich et al., 2014). Listening to pleasant music can
induce dopamine release in brain regions of importance for reward (Salimpoor et
al., 2011). Listening to music promotes recovery and helps patients with anxiety or
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depression (Särkämö et al., 2008; van der Heijden et al., 2015). These effects have
been utilised in ancient cultures by using music for the treatment of physical and
neuropsychiatric conditions (Merriam, 1964). Nowadays, music has been
successfully used in music therapy, both as receptive, especially in recovery, and as
active music therapy for many neuropsychiatric disorders like dementia, depression
and epilepsy (Särkämö et al., 2008; Dastgheib et al., 2014). The positive effects in
recovery after surgery have been promoted in many recent meta-analyses (van der
Heijden et al., 2015; Vetter et al., 2015). However, the biological mechanisms
underlying these effects remain largely uncharacterised.
Music listening can reduce cortisol levels (Kreutz et al., 2004; Fukui & Toyoshima,
2013; Fancourt & Williamon, 2016). Some other hormones and neurotransmitters
such as dopamine, noradrenalin and testosterone can also be affected by music
listening (VanderArk & Ely, 1993; Fukui & Yamashita, 2003; Salimpoor et al., 2011).
The direction of the effect on the hormone levels is dependent on the type of music
and the listeners, for example, differences between experienced listeners and other
individuals exist (VanderArk & Ely, 1993; McCraty et al., 1996; Gerra et al., 1998).
Thus, the hormone level changes relate to emotional state, for example, the
subjective feeling of pleasure and reward, induced by music (Chanda & Levitin,
2013).
Several brain regions have been shown to be involved in music. The auditory cortex
is involved in the processing of any kind of auditory signal, including music (Skouras
et al., 2014). However, musical abilities like pitch processing also include more
complex cognitive processes outside of auditory cortex (Rogenmoser et al., 2015).
Even passive music listening activates cerebral cortex regions including the anterior
insula in the insular cortex, the limbic lobe including the hippocampus and
prefrontal anterior cingulate, basal ganglia regions including the nucleus accumbens,
and hypothalamus (Figure 3) (Brown et al., 2004; Koelsch & Skouras, 2014). Many
of these regions have functions in emotions, for example, through the dopaminergic
system. In musical ability, the cerebellum has been shown to be important in the
working memory for rhythm and timing performance (Jerde et al., 2011; Baer et al.,
2015). Improvisation and composition of music have been linked to the medial
prefrontal cortex, premotor areas and the auditory cortex (for a review, see Dietrich
and Kanso, 2010).
Music practice has also been found to affect brains (Koelsch, 2011). As mentioned
above, music practice may enhance brain plasticity, for example, instrumental music
practice has been connected to enlarged motor and auditory regions (Hyde et al.,
2009b). Musicians and non-musicians have differential reactions for music in the
brain (Koelsch, 2011; Burunat et al., 2015). Musicians have also been shown to have
enlarged corpus callosum and increased functional symmetry between left and right
hemispheres (Burunat et al., 2015). However, many studies lack controlling for the
selection of individuals who start music education (Schellenberg, 2015). Thus, some
differences between the musician and non-musician brains may have existed prior
to music practice.
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Recently, the effect of music listening on human gene expression profiles has been
studied where especially the SNCA gene was found to be upregulated (Kanduri,
Raijas, et al., 2015). The activity of genes involved in dopamine secretion and
transport, synaptic function, learning and memory were enhanced. Similarly, a music
practice expression study involving professional musicians showed differential
expression of genes related to dopaminergic neurotransmission, motor function,
neuronal plasticity, learning and memory (Kanduri, Kuusi, et al., 2015). For example,
FOS, DUSP1 and SNCA were differentially expressed. Another study showed
increased DRD4 expression among musicians and autistic individuals in
lymphocytes (Emanuele et al., 2010).

Figure 3. Brain and inner ear structures that are important in music perception.
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2.2.6 Genetics of musical abilities
There has been increasing interest in the genetics of musical abilities. When
knowledge about the physical and mental effects of music increased, studies about
the molecular mechanisms of music have become more acceptable. Similarly,
increasing numbers of studies about specific cognitive abilities like educational
attainment and mathematical aptitude have been published lately (Davis et al., 2015;
Okbay et al., 2016).
The first studies about the genetics of musical abilities were twin studies where it
was shown that musical abilities are partially inherited (Shuter, 1966; Coon & Carey,
1989; Drayna et al., 2001). Following DNA studies were candidate gene studies that
particularly focused on AVPR1A and SLC6A4 with various music-related
phenotypes (Bachner-Melman et al., 2005; Granot et al., 2007; Ukkola et al., 2009;
Ukkola-Vuoti et al., 2011; Morley et al., 2012; Fukui & Toyoshima, 2013). The
AVPR1A gene is a receptor for arginine vasopressin, a hormone which influences,
for example, social interaction and mood (Granot et al., 2013). AVPR1A may
especially affect musical memory (Granot et al., 2013). The SLC6A4 gene encodes
a serotonin transporter in neurons. It has been related to choir participation (Morley
et al., 2012) and dancing (Bachner-Melman et al., 2005). Another hormone receptor,
androgen receptor (AR) has been associated with the AMMA music test results
(Fukui & Toyoshima, 2013).
A few genome-wide studies of musical abilities have been published. The first
genome-wide linkage study of musical aptitude was published from our pilot
material in 2008 (Pulli et al., 2008). There, significant evidence for linkage was found
at 4q22 and suggestive evidence at 8q13-21 for three music tests: Seashore’s tests
for pitch and time, and Karma’s test for auditory structuring. In a study by Park et
al. (2012), a region at 4q23 was linked for the PPA test in the Mongolian population.
Within the linkage region, variants affecting the UGT8 gene were associated. An AP
study showed linkage at chromosome 8q24.21 in the European population and
found suggestive evidence for 7q22.3 (replicated in East Asian samples), 8q21.11
and 9p21.3 (Theusch et al., 2009). Another study focusing on AP and synaesthesia
found evidence at 6q14.1-6q16.1 and 2q24.1 for the combined phenotype and at
chromosome 2q22.1 for AP (Gregersen et al., 2013). Contrary to previous findings,
the hormone receptor genes that were suggested in the candidate gene studies were
not replicated in these genome-wide studies.
2.2.7 Music perception and production in animals
As music is mostly considered as an art form and culture-dependent factor, animals
are not considered to produce music in the same sense as humans do. However,
there are animals that sing, like birds and whales (Honing et al., 2015). Also, many
animals from goldfishes to primates and birds are capable of listening to and some
are even able to discriminate music pieces (Watanabe & Sato, 1999; Chase, 2001;
Otsuka et al., 2009; Shinozuka et al., 2013). Basic capacities for pitch and rhythm
are available in many animals even though they are hard to measure (Weisman et al.,
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2010; Patel, 2014). Thus, many music-related operations exist in most animals even
though they do not produce music per se.
There are few animal models that have already been used to study music-related
phenotypes. For example, songbirds like zebra finches (Taeniopygia guttata) have been
widely used to study auditory perception skills and vocal learning (White, 2010).
However, it is uncertain whether these phenotypes relate more to speech than music
(Scharff & White, 2004; Earp & Maney, 2012; Simonyan et al., 2012; Patel, 2014;
Rothenberg et al., 2014; Honing et al., 2015; Rohrmeier et al., 2015). Some musicrelated features, like repertoire size and motif duration, have shown very low
heritability in a captive population of 808 cross-fostered zebra finches (Forstmeier
et al., 2009). There has also been criticism that these kinds of measures, like
repertoire size, are not relevant to song in the social context (Rothenberg et al.,
2014). On the other hand, some features like the sensitivity period for AP and
possibly music practice in humans (Zatorre, 2003; Bailey & Penhune, 2013; Gervain
et al., 2013), vocal learning in mice (Yang et al., 2012) and song learning in zebra
finches, seems to be similar between the species (Clayton, 2013). There is a large
variability between bird species as to what extent they learn new songs after the
sensitivity period; zebra finches only learn new songs during their sensitivity period
whereas canaries learn songs throughout their lives (Bolhuis et al., 2010). In addition,
vocal learning has been shown to share similar features between humans and
songbirds (Jarvis, 2004). It is difficult to identify the heritable phenotypes in animal
models that are parallel to musical abilities in humans. These parallel phenotypes are
needed to be able to use animals to study the genetics of musical abilities.
Studies on animals have already indicated that the hypothesis regarding music
listening enhancing brain plasticity seems to hold in neuronal level (Polley et al.,
2006; Shetake et al., 2012). Overall, brain effects due to music that cannot be studied
in humans have been studied in these animal models. For example, it has been
shown that music exposure alters neurotrophin production in the hypothalamus in
mice (Angelucci et al., 2007). Similarly, gene expression changes in the brain during
the sensitivity period have been studied (see for example Olson et al., 2015).
The zebra finch brain studies have concentrated on song control regions of the brain
like area X at the basal ganglia, high vocal center (HVC) and the robust nucleus of
the arcopallium (RA). Short- and long-term electrophysiological and molecular
responses for singing and song listening in these regions have been published (Wada
et al., 2006; Tremere et al., 2009; Hilliard et al., 2012; Velho et al., 2012; Yoder et al.,
2015). The singing and song listening evoked gene expression changes like that of
EGR1 have also been proven in other songbirds like canaries (Mello et al., 1992),
black-capped chickadees (Avey et al., 2008) and budgerigars (Eda-Fujiwara et al.,
2003). EGR1 has been shown to express as a response to song in the bird’s
caudomedial nidopallium (NCM) which is similar to the human auditory cortex.
Naturally, there are differences between humans and other animals. Despite the
differences, many molecular and structural parallels have been shown in auditory
perception and hearing. Many auditory related brain structures were shown to
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express genes similarly even between songbirds and humans (Pfenning et al., 2014).
Similar structures have been identified even between katydid and mammal inner ears
(Montealegre-Z et al., 2012). Moreover, convergent sequence evolution was also
seen in hearing related genes between echo-locating bats and dolphins (Parker et al.,
2013). Genes under differential expression in music producing and listening also
included genes affecting song learning and singing in songbirds (Kanduri, Kuusi, et
al., 2015; Kanduri, Raijas, et al., 2015). These data indicate evolutionary conservation
of molecular mechanisms in auditory perception.
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3 Aims of the study
The aims of the study were
1. To identify genetic loci for musical aptitude in Finnish families
2. To identify genetic loci for creative activities in music
3. To identify candidate regions showing positive selection with musical
aptitude in the human genome
4. To integrate published data about musical abilities in order to recognize
plausible candidate genes and pathways from the identified regions
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4 Materials and methods
4.1 Study materials (I, II, III)
4.1.1 Sample
The sample included 915 individuals from the Finnish population. The participants
were recruited via advertisements in magazines, mailing lists, webpages and by
contacting the relatives of the participants. In the early stage of the study, families
with several music professionals were specifically sought for. Subsequently, any
families were invited. Moreover, all family members regardless of their music
education level were invited to the study in all phases. Of the final sample, 79
individuals were unrelated and 836 participants were from 99 families. The family
sizes ranged from 2 to 50, consisting of participants from 1 to 4 generations. In
publications I, II and III, samples consisted of families that were available at the
time of the analysis and included phenotyped individuals (Table 2).
4.1.2 Genotypes
Each participant older than 12 years was asked to provide a blood sample for the
DNA study. An informed consent was obtained from all participants or their
parents. The Ethical Committee of Helsinki University Central Hospital approved
the studies. DNA was extracted from blood using the phenol-chloroform method
and was obtained from 799 participants. The samples were genotyped with Illumina
Human OmniExpress 12 1.0V SNP chip (Illumina Inc., San Diego, CA, USA) at
the Wellcome Trust Center for Human Genetics, Oxford University.
GenomeStudio was used for genotype calling and genotyping quality control.
Twelve samples were reanalysed as they failed in the first run due to chip error. Two
samples failed in the genotyping for other reasons. The remainder had call rates
above 99% (minimum 99.18%, mean 99.74%). The OmniExpress chip is reliable
for allele frequencies above 5%.
4.1.3 Phenotypes
Phenotypes were assessed through musical aptitude tests and questionnaires. The
musical aptitude scores were based on the KMT (Karma, 2007) and two tests from
Seashore (Seashore et al., 1960). The tests were chosen to show different aspects of
Table 2. Number of participants in publications I, II and III. The total material consists of 915
participants.
Sample Music test Questionnaire Valid
Families Unrelated
genotypes
size
scores
answers
individuals
Total
915
867
805
780
99
79
not used
632
76
0
Publication I 767
699
not
used
Publication II 577
568
572
79
103
not used
148
0
148
Publication III 148*
148
* Chosen among 283 unrelated individuals
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perceptional abilities in music. The KMT measures auditory structuring abilities that
rely on recognition of melodic contour, grouping, relational pitch processing and
gestalt principles (how music is perceived mentally). Participants have to detect
repeated sound patterns in musical items and compare the pattern with a test
sequence. These patterns are played with varying instruments. The test consists of
40 items and in each item participants choose whether the pattern matches the test item
or not. Examples are available from www.hi.helsinki.fi/music/english/samples.htm.
From Carl Seashore’s test panel, we used two tests in our study: subtest for pitch
(SP) and time discrimination (ST). These tests measure the ability to compare pitch
(in SP) or duration (in ST) of two sequentially presented tones. Both of these tests
consists of 50 pairs of tunes.
The tests were performed in groups through loud speakers. The testing lasted
approximately one hour. The objective of each test was first explained and a few
example items were given before the start of the actual test.
In addition to the separate tests, we created a combined test score by assigning each
test to a range of 25-50 and summing them together (COMB scores). The three
separate music tests and COMB scores were used in musical aptitude gene mapping
(I).
For selection signature analyses (III), the COMB scores were used to partition the
subjects into cases and controls. Because there are no selection signature methods
suitable for family material, only unrelated individuals were used. From 283
unrelated subjects, the cases and controls were chosen with linear regression. Linear
regression was fitted between the COMB scores and age. The individuals with
residual less than -10 were assigned to controls (N=74) and those with residual
higher than 11 as cases (N=74).
A questionnaire was designed to explore the musical background of the individuals
and what kind of music-related activities they had undertaken (Peltonen, 2013). One
part of the questionnaire investigated creative activities in music. These included
composing, arranging and improvising; the phenotypes used in gene mapping of
creative activities (II). Each term was explained to the participants prior to
answering. The participants were asked if they did or had done these activities. For
comparison, we also asked if the participants considered themselves as creative in
any non-musical field (visual, scientific, technical, physical or verbal). Additional
questions about purpose, frequency and the way of performing the activity were
used to ensure the reported activities (Peltonen, 2013).
The composing, arranging and improvising phenotypes were further processed to
improve their reliability. For example, creative inactivity in music was restricted only
to the individuals who had at least two years of music education or practice. This
restriction was made to exclude individuals who simply might have lacked
opportunity to perform these tasks or who did not have a medium to share or
present their music. To separately analyse the individuals who were inactive
considering musical creativity despite being musically educated, we constructed
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another variable: neither composed nor arranged (NCNA). This phenomenon is
well known to exist in musicians (Sovansky et al., 2016). Almost half of the musically
educated individuals neither composed nor arranged.

4.2 Methods (I, II, III)
4.2.1 Heritabilities and correlations
The heritabilities were estimated with Solar (Almasy & Blangero, 1998) for
quantitative traits and with DMU, a package for analysing multivariate mixed models
(Madsen & Jensen, 2013), for qualitative traits. In DMU, the logit link model was
used to connect the binary information into underlying quantitative trait. The
phenotypic correlations were estimated with SPSS, version 22 (IBM), as nonparametric correlations. Regression models were used for music scores to correct
for the effects of age and/or gender.
4.2.2 Gene mapping (I, II)
4.2.2.1 Quality control

Quality control for the genotype data was performed with PLINK 1.07 (Purcell et
al., 2007). The relatedness was checked through IBD calculation and compared with
reported relationships. Population structure was further checked with principal
components analysis using unrelated individuals with EIGENSOFT (Patterson et
al., 2006). Three subjects were removed due to incorrect relatedness. Mendelian
error rates were estimated with PedCheck (O'Connell & Weeks, 1998) as <0.1% per
individual and incorrect genotypes were marked as missing. Markers were checked
and removed for missingness (>5%), Mendelian inconsistencies, low minor allele
frequencies (<5%) and Hardy-Weinberg equilibrium (p-value <0.001).
Uninformative family members were excluded in both of the studies to ease the
computational burden.
For linkage analyses, the marker map was thinned to ensure the independence of
the signals between nearby markers. Minor allele frequency above 25% was required
to maximise the information available for the selected markers. The SNPs in high
LD with other SNPs were removed with the variant inflation factor method in
PLINK using a variant inflation factor limit of 1.25 that corresponds to an LD of
0.2 as measured by R2. Additionally, the remaining SNPs were pruned for a map
distance of 0.2cM (Rutgers map v.217).
4.2.2.2 Linkage and association analysis (I)

Our study was complicated by variably-sized families with plenty of missing data, as
not all family members participated in the study (Figure 4). For example,
information about the founders was missing in most of the families. The linkage and
association methods had to, accordingly, be carefully selected to suit this type of
data. We used the Bayesian method for quantitative linkage and association which
is implemented in package KELVIN (Vieland et al., 2011). KELVIN can handle
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extended families and large numbers of markers simultaneously. Thus, it was
suitable for our data. It performs PPL and PPLD analyses. The data was analysed
as two batches to take the ascertainment differences between the first families and
the subsequently collected samples into account; the first batch that was collected
based on having professional musicians included 14 families, the rest of the data
were collected with no prior information about musical experience and included 62
families (Figure 4).

Figure 4. Examples of the pedigrees in the data. The first collected families (A) were collected
based on having professional musicians whereas the rest of the families were collected with no prior
information on musical experience (B). Musical experience was evaluated from the questionnaire
answers and classified into four classes: no experience, less than two years of experience, more than
two years of experience and professional musician or other music professional. The families included
plenty of missing data as can be seen from the striped nodes.
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Gene mapping of musical aptitude was performed for three phenotypes: SP, KMT
and COMB scores. The PPL analyses included 10,742 SNPs and the PPLD analyses
664,177 SNPs. Both analyses included 767 participants.
The PPLD results were further pruned to exclude signals that were based only on
one SNP because they are most probable false positive signals. Only clusters that
had at least two SNPs near each other (R2≥0.5) with PPLD≥0.2 were considered as
true positive signals.
Haplotype analysis was used to further study the region near the best-associated
markers. Haplotyping and haplotype association analysis was carried out with
PLINK 1.07 (Purcell et al., 2007). The haplotype analysis in PLINK only handles
nuclear family structures and, thus, splits the used large families, which may inflate
the results.
4.2.2.3 Linkage and linkage disequilibrium analysis (II)

Linkage analyses for the binary traits of creative activities in music were performed
with MERLIN (Abecasis et al., 2002) as non-parametric multipoint analyses (Kong
& Cox, 1997). Linkage analysis was performed for arranging, composing, NCNA
and non-music-related creativity. Contrary to the quantitative method used in the
musical aptitude linkage analyses (I), this method seeks for co-segregation of the
affected individuals and the genomic region. Both ends of the variation, being
creative and not being creative, were considered interesting. Therefore, the NCNA
was analysed in addition to composing and arranging.
Uninformative families and family members as well as unrelated individuals were
removed prior to the linkage analyses. The largest families were split, because
MERLIN cannot analyse very complex families. The linkage analyses included
10,826 SNPs and 467 individuals from 76 families.
The association analyses were performed as two-stage analyses (see chapter 2.1.3.4).
In the first stage, we used PLINK 1.07 with no correction for relatedness and a
loose p-value threshold of 0.01. As such, the test should be independent of the next
stage where family information and linkage was incorporated. In some studies, even
looser p-values, especially 0.05, have been used. However, we chose to use 0.01 to
improve the power (Murcray et al., 2009). We also incorporated all SNPs within the
suggestively linked regions. At the second stage, Pseudomarker (Gertz et al., 2014)
was used to perform full single marker analysis for the mixed data. This analysis was
performed as joint linkage and LD analysis. From the 590,979 markers in the first
stage, 14,135, 13,069, 11,875 and 10,749 markers were included in the second stage
for arranging, composing, NCNA and other creativity, respectively. For this analysis,
family data and case-control data were combined. The combined data included 572
genotyped individuals, 105 individuals more than in the linkage analysis.
4.2.2.4 Enrichment analyses

The linked and associated regions were further studied with enrichment analyses.
Enrichment of functional classes and pathways among genes near suggestively
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associated or linked markers were analysed with Ingenuity Pathway Analysis (IPA,
QIAGEN Redwood City, www.ingenuity.com). The analysis compares the number
of suggested genes belonging to the pathway (or class) to the total number of genes
in the pathway (or class).
In musical aptitude gene mapping (I), all genes within 2cM regions (or at least 2Mb)
around linkage results above 0.2 PPL were included, which resulted in 286 genes.
The functional classes were restricted to those that included at least five suggested
genes. For the PPLD results, there were only few regions where PPLD was above
0.2. Thus, not enough genes were included in the PPLD regions to perform
informative enrichment analysis.
In creative activity gene mapping (II), the enrichment analysis was carried out for
the regions with joint linkage and LD results with p-value below 1*10-4. All genes
1Mb upstream and downstream were included. All four phenotypes were analysed
separately. These thresholds resulted in 668, 672, 583 and 637 genes in the analyses
of arranging, composing, NCNA and other creativity, respectively. The functional
classes were restricted to those with at least 3 suggestively associated genes.
4.2.2.5 Regional association plots

For the best-associated regions (I and II), regional association plots were produced.
The regional association plots were made with R. An R script from P. I. de Bakker
(www.broadinstitute.org/diabetes/scandinavs/figures.html) was modified to make
the plots. Background LD information was acquired from HapMap (International
HapMap, 2003) and LD information between the analysed markers were estimated
from the data.
4.2.2.6 Prediction of putative regulatory sites (I)

The best-associated region was studied to see if the associated site might have some
regulatory effect on the nearby genes. First, known regulatory sites were gathered
from the literature to define the regulatory region of GATA2. Other nearby genes
did not have known functions or published regulatory sites. Secondly, DNase I
hypersensitivity sites from ENCODE data (Encode Project Consortium, 2012) and
their conservation (Placental Chain/Net track, hg19) were gathered from UCSC
(Meyer et al., 2013) to predict putative regulatory sites. Regulatory elements are
known to show increased DNase I hypersensitivity (Heintzman et al., 2007) and
enhancers are often conserved in evolution (Pennacchio et al., 2006). Thus, these
two signals were used to predict putative regulatory sites near GATA2.
4.2.3 Positive selection (III)
Regions showing signatures of positive selection for abilities that contribute to
musical aptitude were searched with three metrics: haploPS (Liu et al., 2013), XPEHH (Sabeti et al., 2007) and FST (Weir & Hill, 2002). Of these, haploPS and XPEHH are haplotype-based methods that search for long haplotypes which show
signatures of positive selection and are shared among cases but not with controls.
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XP-EHH searches signatures from homozygosity that extend over long regions.
XP-EHH scores were calculated around every marker for a ±1Mb region as a
logarithm of the ratio of homozygosity in cases compared to controls. Based on
these raw scores, the top 0.1% of the markers were selected to identify regions with
multiple significant markers less than 200kb apart from each other.
HaploPS searches for long haplotypes separately within cases and within controls.
The haplotypes were constructed around seed markers. Significance of the selection
regions was calculated from the length (in cM) and the number of SNPs in the
haplotype. The selection signatures related to musical aptitude were identified by
comparing the regions observed using cases to the ones observed using controls.
HaploPS was run for haplotypes with frequencies between 0.05 and 0.95. The
differential selection signals were identified as having a p-value below 0.05 in cases
and above 0.10 in controls.
FST is a parameter to describe the genetic structure of populations (Weir & Hill,
2002), and is calculated from SNP allele frequencies between cases and controls.
Applied to populations of cases versus controls, it can be used to search regions
with maximum differentiation. FST values were calculated for every SNP and 200kb
windows were used to compute window statistic from the top three SNPs within
the region. Only windows with at least 5 SNPs were included. The top 1% of the
window statistics distribution was used as a threshold for significant finding (Akey,
2009).
Haplotype phases that were used in the haploPS and XP-EHH analyses were
estimated with Beagle 3.3.2 (Browning & Browning, 2007) for 286 samples. The 148
cases and controls (see section 4.1.3) were used for the selection signature analyses.
Annotations were based on the hg19 genome annotation.
Gene
ontology
analysis
was
performed
with
Genetrail2
(http://genetrail2.bioinf.uni-sb.de). The resulting regions from all three methods
were analysed together. The enrichment analysis was performed with a
hypergeometric distribution test with a false discovery rate of 0.005. Genes
belonging to the same gene families may cluster into the same genomic region,
which may lead to inflated significance of the related ontology class. To avoid this
problem, we excluded ontology terms that had related genes only at one candidate
region.

4.3 Materials and methods in convergent evidence analysis (IV)
4.3.1 Data
For the integrative analysis of published data, I collected music-related scientific
articles which had gene-related results. All studies regardless of the studied animal
species were included. The articles were searched through Google Scholar
(https://scholar.google.fi), Pubmed (www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pubmed/), Web of
Science (http://apps.webofknowledge.com) and from the references of already
included studies and related reviews. We searched music-related articles that
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included genotyping, sequencing, expression, knockdown or other molecular
evidence (such as hormonal levels). The searched phenotypes were restricted to:
music (listening, exposure, memory, aptitude, abilities, cognition, creativity,
improvisation, composition or making), singing, playing instruments; vocalization,
vocal/auditory phenotypes (learning, memory, plasticity, processing, perception,
stimulation, imitation, improvisation or behaviour), absolute pitch, amusia, song
(listening, exposure, memory, producing, complexity or variability) or musicians.
Furthermore, articles with phenotypes restricted to speech (or speech-related
characteristics) or considering any sounds were excluded; for example, not all studies
considering singing were chosen. Additionally, we searched for studies about
vocal/song control system but they were only included if suitable phenotype was
used.
Based on the titles and abstracts, I chose a list of 326 studies that were further
examined to find those with relevant results. Studies were excluded if the phenotype
was not relevant in music, if there was similar work from the same group already
included, or if there were no significant molecular results reported. Animal studies
where phenotype was related to music perception, listening or practice were
included. Results were extracted from 101 articles using publicly available data or by
contacting the authors (Table 3).
The human gene information was gathered for the extracted animal model genes
and the human genomic regions using biomaRt (Durinck et al., 2009) from
Bioconductor in RStudio. Hormones and biomarkers that have no encoding genes
but are synthesised from other substances were included as such. HGNC (HUGO
Gene Nomenclature Committee) gene symbols were used when available (Gray et
al., 2015). Genomic locations of the association and linkage studies were translated
into hg38 reference genome (Ensembl, GRCh38.p5) through reported markers to
assign adjacent genes to them. Genes within ±500kb region around the associated
markers were included. All genes within linkage regions with LOD≥3 were included.
When the borders of the linkage region were only reported as cM (without reference
map), the regions around the reported peak markers were translated into bp
information using the formula 1cM = 1Mb. From our own gene mapping of musical
aptitude (I), I included all regions showing probability score above 0.2 and 0.3 from
association and linkage, respectively.
The human homologous genes for the genes and molecules identified in bird and
other species studies were gathered primarily from biomaRt, and for the unavailable
genes data was gathered using the Ensembl (www.ensembl.org), UniProt
Table 3. Studies used in the CFG analysis of musical traits. Some studies
from multiple molecular levels (DNA, RNA, protein or other).
#
DNA, DNA,
RNA, RNA,
Other
studies GW
candidate GW
candidate levels
Species
Human
33
5
3
3
1
20
Songbirds
55
0
0
8
16
32
Other animals 13
0
0
2
2
11
GW, genome-wide
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included evidence
Brain tissue or
imaging used
1
All
All

(www.uniprot.org), miRBase (http://mirbase.org, version 21), EggNOG
(http://eggnogdb.embl.de), OrthoDB (http://cegg.unige.ch), Bird Base
(http://birdbase.arizona.edu) and BLAST (http://blast.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/Blast.cgi)
databases. Most of the genes that were successfully found from the databases were
matched to at least one human homolog. However, some non-human microarray
studies included large proportion of probes that were not linked to any known gene.
4.3.2 CFG method
Chakravarthi Kanduri implemented the CFG method “GenRank” in RStudio and it
is available from Bioconductor (http://bioconductor.org) and Github
https://github.com/chakri9/GenRank). The identified genes are ranked based on
the input scoring of each layer and the number of layers the gene has been identified
on. Multiple hits per gene within one layer are ignored. All genes within a layer are
given the same input score.
Each study was treated as a layer. Exceptions were the studies where similar methods
and the same samples were used. For example, when upregulated and
downregulated genes were reported in separate studies, the results were combined.
Contrary, linkage and association related results from the same article were
considered as two separate layers. Additionally, a study by Drnevich et al. (2012)
reanalysed results from multiple original studies of which the song-related results
were included as separate layers instead of the original studies. As a result, there were
105 layers in the analysis.
All studies were given different scores based on the sample size, homology
translation and phenotype. Sample sizes were scored from 0.8 to 1 within two study
categories: DNA and expression level studies. The expression level includes RNA,
protein and biomarker studies where large scale studies are often ethically infeasible.
Contrary, the golden standard for DNA level studies like GWAS require thousands
of individuals. The study with the lowest sample size within the category was
assigned 0.8 and the highest was assigned 1. The homology translation may include
errors or some genes may not be found from animal models or their function may
be different and, thus, the animal model studies were given a score of 0.8 and human
studies 1. Studies considering musical abilities and settings including music were
given a score of 1 and phenotypes only related to music were given 0.8. These three
scorings were combined by multiplication, which resulted in the final scores ranging
from 0.512 to 1. It was not possible to fully identify all factors affecting reliability or
specificity for music. Thus, the scoring was kept relatively simple.
4.3.3 Enrichment and network analyses
The ranked results were further annotated with enrichment and network analyses
with IPA, as in the gene mapping studies (I, II). Contrary to other common
enrichment methods, genes and biomarkers could be used as inputs in the same
analysis. The top 40 molecules were used to evaluate the biological functions,
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pathways, upregulators and interaction networks related to musical traits. There is
no generally accepted way to define the number of molecules for the following
analyses; the chosen number was considered small enough not to include many false
positives and large enough to perform the analyses. In IPA, interaction networks are
evaluated by growing network around most interconnected molecules of the input
molecules, here the top 40 molecules, and adding minimum number of connectors
to show interactions to other top molecules. The interconnectivity is measured by
the number of triangles (when three genes interact with each other, they form a
triangle) the gene belongs to. Biological function of each predicted interaction
network was estimated from all the genes within the network, including also the
added connectors.
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5 Results
5.1 Descriptive statistics (I, II, III)
Music-related phenotypes of 915 Finnish individuals were studied. The phenotypes
included musical aptitude scores from the three tests and the questionnaire (Tables
4 and 5). Among the individuals with no or only a little (<2 years) formal education
in music, the musical aptitude scores showed Gaussian distribution (Figure 5a). The
scores of the musically educated skewed towards lower scores (Figure 5c).

Figure 5 Histograms of COMB. Histograms are shown in three sub groups of the data: A) less
than 2 years of music education; B) more than 2 years of music education and C) musicians and other
music professionals.

The proportion of musically-educated individuals is supposedly higher in our sample
than in the general population (12% musicians or other professionals in music, see
also Table 5). The main cause for this is self-selection bias as individuals interested
in music were more likely to attend the study. The family setting can reduce the bias
as relatives were requested to attend the study regardless of their interest in music.
However, the large number of musically-educated individuals enabled us to study
phenotypes not evident in the musically non-educated individuals, such as musical
creativity.
Table 4. Characteristics of the quantitative traits (N=915)
Min
Max
Mean
Mean among
females
Age
7
94
40.6
39.9
KMT
20
40
31.7
31.5
SP
25
50
41.9
41.8
ST
25
49
40.3
39.6
COMB
75
148
121.8
120.8

Mean among
males
41.1
31.8
42.1
41.2
123.2
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893
867
865
866
865
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Table 5. Characteristics of the qualitative traits
Females
Gender
536 (58.6%)
Yes
Arranging*
120 (42.3%)
Composing*
103 (36.0%)
Improvising*
178 (62.9%)
Other creativity
259 (61.5%)
NCNA
159 (51.6%)
>2 years
Musical education
428 (53.6%)
* Of the musically experienced individuals

Males
379 (41.4%)
No
164 (57.7%)
183 (64.0%)
105 (37.1%)
162 (38.5%)
149 (48.4%)
<2 years
371 (46.4%)

Most of the music-related traits correlated with each other, as expected, because
they all relate to underlying musicality. The music scores from different tests
correlated with each other significantly (Table 6). ST was found to be the least
correlated with the other tests. It has also been shown to have the lowest reliability
of the three tests (Cronbach’s alpha 0.78, whereas 0.88 and 0.91 for KMT and SP,
respectively) (Pulli et al., 2008). However, the estimates of correlation were not
corrected for the relatedness of the test subjects, and are thus only approximate.
Prior studies with population samples have, however, shown similar correlations
(Shuter-Dyson & Gabriel, 1981).
The music scores also showed correlation with most variables illustrating music
education. An exception was the ST score; ST did not correlate with music
education, nor starting age for music practice, unlike SP and KMT. It must be noted
that the correlation between the test results and music education do not inform
about causality; based on the correlation we cannot say whether individuals will
become better because of music practice, or do they choose to start playing music
because they are talented towards music. However, there have been more
comprehensive studies where an early starting age for music practice actually seems
to have a causal effect on music abilities (Hyde et al., 2009a; Baer et al., 2015). Also,
the nominal music-related variables show connection with the music scores. For
example, individuals active in composing, arranging and/or improvising activities
show significantly higher music test scores than the non-active participants.
There are differences between age groups in the music test scores as well as other
music-related traits, as is also shown in earlier studies (Stanton, 1922; Friend, 1939).
Children achieve lower scores in the music tests than individuals on average (Pulli
et al., 2008). This can be due to a weaker ability to concentrate in the testing situation,
Table 6 Correlations between music test scores and some other variables. The correlation
coefficients for the Spearman correlation are shown for the significant bivariate correlations.
SP
ST
Starting age Age
KMT
0.62
0.48
0.22
0.25
SP
0.41
0.23
0.24
ST
*
0.19
Starting age
0.36
* Not significant at 0.01 level
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or to understand the concepts in the test. Also, older individuals achieve lower
scores and improvise, arrange and compose music less frequently than other age
groups. An early study by Stanton (1922) suggested that the reason was that younger
individuals are more adaptable to the testing situation. Another explanation is
differences in hearing. Moreover, the childhood environment between the oldest
participants and the younger ones has been very different. The opportunity to hear
professionally played music has greatly increased over the last decades. Younger
individuals are also encouraged to be creative, in music and in other fields.
Males achieved higher scores from ST (p-value 0.001, corrected for pedigree
information) and were more active in composing and arranging. However, there is
no difference between musical education level, age or own assessment of creativity
in non-musical fields between males and females. The gender differences in musical
abilities have also been found in previous studies. For example, AP is more common
in females (Profita & Bidder, 1988) and males did perform better in an off-beat test
in a twin study by Seesjärvi et al. (2016). Moreover, there are differences between
genders in music processing in the brain as measured by EEG
(electroencephalography) (Koelsch et al., 2003). It has been proposed that there are
differences in the preferences and on certain components but not in the overall
musicality (O'Neill, 1997; Hallam et al., 2008).

5.2 Heritabilities of musical traits (I, II)
The heritabilities varied from 11% up to 68% (Table 7). The phenotypes with
heritability below 25% were excluded from the gene mapping studies. Generally, the
estimated heritabilities were similar to the ones reported in previous music-related
studies.

5.3 Gene mapping of musical aptitude (I)
We performed PPL and PPLD analyses for music test scores (KMT, SP and COMB)
in extended families. The results are given as posterior probabilities ranging from 0
to 1 where 1 stands for proof. Values below 0.02 denote evidence against linkage or
LD.
Table 7. Heritability estimates (I and II)
Yes
No
Trait
N
%
N
%
Composing
103 36.0 183 64.0
Arranging
120 42.3 164 57.7
NCNA
149 48.4
Improvising
178 62.9 105 37.1
Other creativity
259 61.5 162 38.5
KMT*
SP*
ST*
COMB*
* continuous traits

Total
N
286
284
308
283
421
757
757
757
757

Heritability
h2
0.33
0.33
0.29
0.12
0.34
0.46
0.68
0.21
0.60
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Figure 6. Linkage and LD results for musical aptitude. The linkage and LD analyses were
performed for SP (a), KMT (b) and COMB (c). The lines denote linkage results and dots association
results. Note, all association results are shown here regardless of probability or signal cluster
information (see chapter 4.2.2.2).

5.3.1 Linkage
We found multiple linked regions throughout the genome. Region at 4p14 was the
best-linked to SP (PPL 0.86). Moreover, the region that spanned from 4p15 to 4q26
was found to be linked to all phenotypes: KMT, SP and COMB (Figure 6).
Region at 22q11.1-.21 was also linked to all three phenotypes (best PPL 0.68). The
region has also been linked to 22q11 deletion syndrome, also known as DiGeorge
syndrome (MIM#188400) that causes learning disabilities and has hearing deficits
as one of the minor symptoms (Bassett et al., 2005; Umlauf, 2008). The combined
scores were best linked to 18q12.3-21.1 (PPL 0.55) that includes the LOXHD1 gene
whose mutations lead to auditory defects (Grillet et al., 2009). Other linked regions
included 16q21-22.1 (PPL 0.57), 17q11.2 (PPL 0.37) and 10q21.1 (PPL 0.22) for
KMT, and 16p13.2 (PPL 0.30) and 16p12.3 (PPL 0.33) for SP.
5.3.2 Linkage disequilibrium
The most prominent association for musical aptitude was at 3q21.3 (PPLD 0.98;
Figure 6). The region is located near GATA2, between known enhancer binding
sites affecting GATA2 expression (Figure 7) (Zhou et al., 2000; Kobayashi-Osaki et
al., 2005; Grass et al., 2006; Khandekar et al., 2007; Wozniak et al., 2008; Nozawa et
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al., 2009). Based on the haplotype analysis, the best haplotype to spans over the
entire gene. In the region, there are also genes LOC90246 and C3orf27. Further
analysis showed a putative enhancer site near the best-associated SNP rs9854612.
The GATA2 gene is a general transcription factor involved in development of
several organs, including the inner ear and the inferior colliculus, both important in
auditory processing (Haugas et al., 2010; Lahti et al., 2013).
The highest PPLD probabilities were located outside of the linked regions. For
example, the associated regions at chromosome 3 and 6 were not spotted in linkage
analyses. Similarly, at the best-linked region at 4p14, there was no evident PPLD
within the linked region. However, there were PPLD results for SP and COMB near
the region at 4p14 adjacent to the PCDH7 gene which has been shown to affect the
development of the chicken cochlea (Lin et al., 2012) and mouse amygdaloid system
(Hertel et al., 2012). Also, the 10q21.1 region that was linked with KMT includes
rs2660180 that was associated with COMB (PPLD 0.39). The SNP is within
PCDH15 whose mutations cause deafness (Ahmed et al., 2001).
The linked region for COMB at the q arm of chromosome 4 showed PPLD for
rs2412501. The SNP was reported to be located near the PDGFRA gene using the
hg19 genome annotation. However, using the newer hg38 annotation and RefSeq
genes, the SNP is closer to genes LNX1 and CHIC2. CHIC2 is a membrane
structure gene and LNX1 encodes for a membrane-bound protein with a possible
function in tumorigenesis.

Figure 7. The most prominent association was found at chromosome 3 near the GATA2
gene. The region contains known enhancers for GATA2 in both sides of the associated markers
(red enhancers at the bottom of the figure). The linkage disequilibrium between the best associated
SNP, rs9854612 (blue diamond), and the other SNPs are color-coded according to their pairwise Rsquared values (see figure legend). The region was further analysed to look for putative enhancers
(see chapter 4.2.2.6) that are shown here as orange lines at the bottom of the figure.
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5.3.3 Enriched functions and pathways among the suggested genes
The genes within linked regions were further studied to find biological functions
enriched in the results. The enriched functions included schizophrenia (p-value
1.0x10-7, 27 genes within linked regions) as well as other psychiatric disorders, and
inner ear development (p-value 4.7x10-4, 7 genes within linked regions). Additionally,
we identified genes with hearing and inner ear related functions with PPLD, such as
GATA2, PCDH7 and PCDH15. The protocadherins, such as PCDH15 and
PCDH7, also relate to serotonergic systems and psychiatric disorders. Thus, they
may also have other functions important for music in addition to hearing.
Unfortunately, there were not enough genes to perform informative enrichment
analysis for PPLD results.

5.4 Gene mapping of creative activities in music (II)
We performed gene-mapping analyses for self-reported composing, arranging and
non-music-related creativity. We also compiled a new phenotype, NCNA, that
included music-experienced individuals who neither composed nor arranged music
(see chapter 4.1.3). These four phenotypes were studied with linkage and LD
analyses.
5.4.1 Linkage
We found significant linkage at 18q21 for NCNA (LOD 3.09, Figure 8). The region
includes, for example, cadherin genes (CDH7, CDH19 and CDH20), which affect
neuropsychiatric disorders (Redies et al., 2012). Composing was suggestively linked
at 4q22.1 (LOD 2.15) and arranging at 16p12.1-q12.1 (LOD 2.75). All of these three
linked regions are adjacent to the regions identified previously in the musical
aptitude gene mapping (I). The other creativity phenotype showed suggestive
linkage at Xp11.23 (LOD 2.50) and no linkage at the music-related regions.
5.4.2 Joint linkage and linkage disequilibrium
Single marker analyses were performed as joint linkage and LD analyses. The
smallest p-value was obtained at 10q22.1 for ‘other creativity’ (p-value 1.5*10-7). The
best result for the music-related traits was found at 2p24.3 for arranging (p-value
1.7*10-7) near the MYCN gene that causes, for example, Feingold syndrome
including intellectual disability and deafness (van Bokhoven et al., 2005). Only a few
of the signals were found near the linked regions.
5.4.3 Enriched functions and pathways among the suggested genes
Enrichment analysis of the genes pinpointed by the joint linkage and LD were
performed separately for each of the phenotypes. Genes belonging to the long-term
depression (LTD) pathway (p-value 9.0*10-8) were enriched for composing. The
pathway reduces synaptic efficacy after a stimulus for subsequent stimuli and is
considered as a cellular model for synaptic plasticity and memory (Collingridge et
al., 2010). Of the genes associated with the LTD pathway, 17 were suggestively
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Figure 8. Linkage results for creative activities in music: arranging (a), composing (b) and
NCNA (c). The three best signals are annotated with relative LOD score and peak region as cM.

associated with composing. Concerning arranging, the enrichment analysis showed
X-linked autism and X-linked hereditary disease (p-values 2.1*10-6 and 4.0*10-6,
respectively).
Additional interest in the LTD pathway is raised by a single-point linkage that was
previously obtained in the intron of the GSG1L gene (rs9933639, LOD 4.22).
GSG1L is part of a form of the α-amino-3-hydroxy-5-methyl-4-isoxazolepropionic
acid receptor (AMPAR) complex. Interestingly, the AMPAR complex is a part of
the LTD pathway.

5.5 Regions under positive selection in musical aptitude (III)
In Study III, we studied signatures of positive selection for abilities that contribute
to musical aptitude using three different metrics: haploPS, XP-EHH and FST. The
phenotype was based on the COMB scores. The results for each of these methods
are shown in Figure 9.
5.5.1 haploPS
With haploPS, we identified twelve regions that showed signature of positive
selection only in cases (Figure 9b). Additionally, there were 34 identified regions
evident in both cases and controls. The best two case-specific signals were found at
12q15-21.2 (haploPS p-value 0.0053 and 0.0077). The third best region was found
at 2q12 (p-value 0.0115). These three signals included haplotypes spanning over
3.5cM regions but had relatively low frequency (0.05). The other nine identified
Results
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regions were shorter and more variant. For example, the region at 2q24.1 spanned
only 0.2cM but the frequency was as high as 0.9 (p-value 0.0197).
Because most of the regions were very long there were many genes per region. The
regions contained multiple brain-related genes. For example, the chromosome 12
regions include SYT1, that works in synapses (Craxton, 2004), and KCNC2 that has
been associated with neurodevelopmental disease (Rajakulendran et al., 2013). Some
hearing-related genes were also seen in the case-specific regions. For example,
ADGRV1 (previously GPR98) is located at the 5q14.3 region and USH2A at the
1q32.3-41 region, which are both related to development of hearing-related cells
(McGee et al., 2006; Liu et al., 2007). Moreover, the ADGRV1 gene has been shown
to suppress during song listening and also shows evidence for positive selection in
zebra finches (Warren et al., 2010).
5.5.2 XP-EHH
Only 9 regions showing signatures of selection were identified with the XP-EHH
method (Figure 9c). The regions were also shorter than the ones identified with
haploPS. One of the top signals was found at 7p15.3 near RAPGEF5, a RAS protein
activator that has been related to memory functions (Ostroveanu et al., 2010). Most
of the identified regions contained genes with unknown function or no genes at all.

Figure 9. Positively selected genomic regions related to musical aptitude. The three metrics
FST (a), haploPS (b) and XP-EHH (c) found signals mostly at different regions. Additionally, the
methodological differences resulted in variability in length of the identified regions. Here, the lengths
of the regions are not on scale. Note, all three metrics use different scoring and thus, the scales (yaxis) of the results of these three methods vary. The haploPS p-values are transformed as –log(pvalue).
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5.5.3 FST
In total, 128 regions were detected within the top 1% of FST variation (Figure 9a).
The best region was found at 5q11.2 covering two adjacent windows (FST score
0.139). The region includes multiple genes, for example, GZMA, ESM1 and
MCIDAS. The GZMA gene is downregulated during music listening in humans
(Kanduri, Raijas, et al., 2015) and ESM1 homolog Esm1 is upregulated during music
exposure in mice (Meng et al., 2009).
At 12p13.1 (FST score 0.079), there is GRIN2B whose homolog has been shown to
be affected by music exposure in rats (Xu et al., 2009). In zebra finches, GRIN2B
expression is affected by song isolation during the sensitivity period (Singh et al.,
2000) as well as singing (Hilliard et al., 2012; Whitney et al., 2014). GRIN2B encodes
a subunit of the N-methyl-D-aspartate (NMDA) receptor that is an excitatory
neurotransmitter receptor in brain. In humans, GRIN2B variants have been
associated with memory (de Quervain & Papassotiropoulos, 2006) and other
cognition related phenotypes like dyslexia (Mascheretti et al., 2015). However, these
regions with a FST score below 0.1 are less reliable.
Additionally, there was another region at 5q23.1 showing an FST score over 0.10.
Within this region, there are no genes but there is a suggestive GWAS result
(rs13166268) for verbal declarative memory (Debette et al., 2015). Another
interesting region was at 21q22.12 where DOPEY2 has been found to be
upregulated during music performance (Kanduri, Kuusi, et al., 2015).
5.5.4 Difference between the metrics
None of the identified regions were identified with all three methods. HaploPS and
FST recognised a common region at 6q21 which includes MARCKS, HDAC2 and
LINC01268. Homologs of MARCKS and HDAC2 have been shown to be regulated
during singing in zebra finches (Hilliard et al., 2012; Whitney et al., 2014).
The number of identified regions was considerably higher with FST than with the
other two methods. FST only considers the top three SNPs from every 200kb region
whereas all SNPs are considered in the other two methods. The other two methods
are based on haplotypes, contrary to individual SNPs in FST. Also, the resulting
regions predicted with FST and XP-EHH are approximately 200kb long, whereas the
top region from haploPS was almost 5Mb long. Similarly, the three methods
consider the phenotype differently. HaploPS and XP-EHH search for case-specific
selection signals whereas FST studies the frequency differences between cases and
controls, which resembles more the association setting. Even for the haplotypebased methods, the sharing of detected positive selection is low as demonstrated by
Liu et al. (2013). XH-EHH and haploPS are powered at detecting selection signals
of different derived allele frequency ranges. FST and haplotype-based methods search
for very different kind of signatures from the genome, which results in differences
in the identified regions.
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5.5.5 Enrichment analysis
The enrichment analysis of all genes falling within the regions identified by any of
the three metrics referred to, once again, inner ear development (p-value 0.002, 12
genes within the resulting regions) and to cellular component assembly involved in
morphogenesis of different organs (p-value 0.02, 14 genes within the resulting
regions).

5.6 Convergent evidence of musical abilities (IV)
The studies related to music included evidence for 7883 different genes. Most of the
genes have been nominated by a single study (5889 genes), and many within linked
regions (1753 genes). The CFG method ranked EGR1, cortisol, FOS and FOXP2
as most likely music related molecules (Table 8). EGR1 (also called ZENK) had been
pinpointed in 29 studies investigating various songbirds (for example Mello et al.,
1992; Jarvis et al., 1998; Warren et al., 2010; Hilliard et al., 2012; Whitney et al., 2014;
Mori and Wada, 2015) and in one study using frogs (Mangiamele & Burmeister,
2008). EGR1 had been shown to be upregulated during song listening in frogs and
during song listening and singing in song nuclei of zebra finch and other songbirds.
It is also related to song memory at the NCM in the forebrain auditory region in
zebra finches (Dong & Clayton, 2008). EGR1 is an immediate early gene (IEG),
which is a term used for genes that respond rapidly to cellular stimuli. EGR1
functions as a transcriptional regulator and affects learning (Davis et al., 2010) and
immune system by interleukin receptor signaling (Decker et al., 1998).
FOS is also an IEG. It has a role in signal transduction and cell differentiation. It
has been linked to music-related abilities in 18 studies; including expression analysis
of music performance where it was upregulated (Kanduri, Kuusi, et al., 2015).
Similarly, FOS was found to be upregulated by music in the auditory cortex in mice
(Arnauld et al., 1996; Meng et al., 2009). In zebra finches, the expression is highest
after 30 minutes of song listening (Velho et al., 2005). FOXP2 is a transcription
factor that is commonly known to affect language development in humans (Fisher
& Scharff, 2009). Concerning music, it was found by 12 zebra finch studies and two
studies considering vocalisation in mice. In zebra finches, it is downregulated during
singing, but adequate levels are needed in song imitation (Murugan et al., 2013;
Heston & White, 2015).
Cortisol was linked to music only in human studies (total of 14 studies). Cortisol is
a hormone affecting stress response by inhibiting production of many interleukins
and other factors. It also affects long-term memory (de Quervain et al., 2000).
The functional enrichment analysis of the top 40 ranked genes showed cognition,
memory, learning and excitation of neurons (p-value <1*10-11). There were 16
cognition related genes among the results, of which 8 related to excitation of neurons
and 10 to long-term potentiation (LTP). Additionally, network analysis showed four
non-overlapping networks of which a network relating to behaviour (11 ranked
genes) was the most significant (see Table 8 for full list of related genes). The nonoverlapping networks may tell about separate biological pathways affecting music52

related traits. The enrichment analysis of pathways pointed out CDK5 signaling
pathway (Table 8) that affects brain development and cognition (Shah & Lahiri, 2014).
Table 8. Top 40 ranked genes in CFG analysis of music-related abilities.
Gene information
Result Indicated Indicated by
Network Indicated in
by
human studies **
this thesis
Gene symbol
Genomic location
CFG
# studies
# studies
Part of
in humans
Score
EGR1*
5q23-q31
0.233 30
A
Cortisol
0.166 13
14
B
FOS
14q24.3
0.148 18
1
D
FOXP2
7q31
0.109 14
ARC
8q24.3
0.071 9
A
Dopamine* 0.062 7
1
A
BDNF
11p14.1
0.073 8
A
GRIN2B
12p13.1
0.052 6
1
A
III
SYT4
18q12.3
0.052 6
1
D
I linkage
PHIP
6q14
0.050 5
2
B
I association
MAPK10*
4q22-q23
0.050 5
2
D
I linkage
DRD1*
5q34-q35
0.049 6
A
SNCA
4q21.3-q22
0.048 4
3
D
NR4A3
9q22
0.046 6
A
IRS2
13q34
0.046 6
B
ARHGAP24 4q22.1
0.046 4
3
I linkage
Noradrenalin 0.046 4
3
A
MTMR2
11q22
0.045 5
1
B
I association
NR4A2
2q22-q23
0.045 5
1
A
DUSP1
5q35.1
0.045 5
1
B
DUSP5
10q25
0.044 5
1
B
PKIA
8q21.13
0.043 5
1
B
PNISR
6q16.3
0.043 5
1
C
Estradiol
0.043 5
1
TET2
4q24
0.042 4
2
I linkage
UBE2D3
4q24
0.042 4
2
C
I linkage
FAM13A
4q22.1
0.042 4
2
C
I linkage
NUDT9
4q22.1
0.042 4
2
B
I linkage
DOPEY2
21q22.2
0.041 4
2
C
III
NTRK2*
9q22.1
0.041 5
A
AVPR1A
12q14.2
0.039 3
3
I association
FOSL2
2p23.3
0.039 5
B
HLA-A
6p21.3
0.038 3
2
D
I association
FBXL3
13q22
0.038 4
1
C
I association
LASP1
17q11-q21.3
0.038 4
1
B
I association
RBFOX1
16p13.3
0.038 4
1
C
I association
SNX10
7p15.2
0.038 4
1
C
ARID1B
6q25.3
0.037 4
1
C
I association
POMC
2p23
0.037 3
3
A
SHFM1
7q21.3
0.037 4
1
C
* Part of CDK5 signaling pathway
** A, behaviour-related network; B, C, D interaction networks with unknown function
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The regions found in the gene mapping studies contained some of the highly ranked
molecules (Figure 10). For example, MAPK10, ARHGAP24 and SNCA are located
at 4q22 near the linked regions. However, SNCA was not included in the layer of the
genome-wide scan of musical aptitude (I) because the strict SNCA region had a
probability below 0.3. SNCA encodes alpha synuclein that affects, for example,
presynaptic signaling and is associated to early-onset Parkinson disease (Nuytemans
et al., 2010). It is upregulated during music listening and performance (Kanduri,
Kuusi, et al., 2015; Kanduri, Raijas, et al., 2015). The SNCA knockout mouse
exhibits more vocalisations than wild-type mice (Kurz et al., 2010). MAPK10 has
only been detected in linkage analyses in humans. ARHGAP24 has been detected
in a music listening expression study (Qu et al., 2013) additional to the linkage
regions. Musical aptitude association signals included the top-ranked PHIP that
affects insulin signaling. Interestingly, a nonsense mutation in PHIP has been found
from a girl with intellectual disability including speech delay (de Ligt et al., 2012).
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Figure 10. Top genes from the CFG analysis in context of the gene mapping results in this
thesis. The top-ranked genes are shown on the outermost circle of the figure (A). The inner circles
show the best linkage results as bars and association results as dots for musical aptitude (B) and
creativity (C). Selection signature regions are denoted with lilac colour (D). The blue bars and dots
denote other published linkage and association regions: Park et al. 2012 (E), Theusch et al. 2009 (F)
and Gregersen et al. 2013 (G). The darker the colour, the more significant or probable the result.
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6 Discussion
6.1 Genomic regions affecting musical abilities
The gene mapping results of musical aptitude (I) as well as composing (II) showed
evidence for linkage at chromosome 4. The linked region for musical aptitude was
large, ranging from 4p15 to 4q26 and covers almost one third of the chromosome.
The best linkage was found at 4p14, adjacent to the association signal near PCDH7.
The region contains four other candidate genes (PDGFRA, KCTD8, CHRNA9 and
PHOX2B) that affect inner ear development and are expressed in the amygdala or
hippocampus. Composing was linked to 4q22.1, the previously identified region of
the KMT (I) and singing-based pitch accuracy test. The latter was associated to a
coding variant of the UGT8 gene (Park et al., 2012). In our data, we did not find
associations nearby the UGT8 gene, which may result from phenotypic or
population differences – the allele associating in Mongolian families is rare in
Europeans.
Unfortunately, the 4q region did not show prominent associations that would have
helped to identify possible affective genes. The linkage peak of the KMT and COMB
was of bimodal shape that may indicate multiple signals from the region. Whereas
linkage analysis can indicate multiple separate signals with relatively weak individual
effects, association analysis with our relatively modest sample size could fail in the
same setting. Interestingly, the 4q region contains the SNCA, MAPK10 and
ARGHAP24 genes, each of which were suggested in the CFG analysis. MAPK10 is
activated by extracellular stimuli and has been found to be upregulated in Alzheimer
patients (Gourmaud et al., 2015). Its homolog has been differentially expressed
during singing and song listening in zebra finches (Drnevich et al., 2012; Hilliard et
al., 2012; Whitney et al., 2014). ARHGAP24 is a GTPase regulator that has been
found to be upregulated during music listening (Qu et al., 2013).
The shared linked regions between gene mapping analyses of musical aptitude and
music-related creative activities also included regions at 18q21 and at chromosome
16 (Figure 10). The 18q21 region is located near the CDH7 and CDH19 genes that
were pointed out by two-point linkage of NCNA. These type II cadherin genes
encode calcium-dependent cell-cell adhesion molecules and CDH7 has been
associated with bipolar and depressive disorder (Redies et al., 2012; Li et al., 2014).
Another interesting gene at chromosome 18 is SYT4 because it was also highly
ranked by CFG. SYT4 affects noradrenalin flux that can be of interest in music
(Wang et al., 2001). At chromosome 16, arranging was linked to a region located
between regions linked to the KMT and SP. The SP-linked region at 16p includes
association with RBFOX1 (rs6500963) that was also highly ranked by CFG.

6.2 Limitations in the gene mapping studies (I, II)
There are several limitations in the performed gene mapping studies. The sample
sizes were limited, especially for the creative activities traits (II). There were also
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multiple phenotypes analysed which were not corrected in the chosen significance
thresholds. Additionally, the splitting of the largest pedigrees may have even reduced
the power (Cummings et al., 2013). Thus, the linkage and LD analyses of creative
activities had insufficient power to detect other than major signals (see also chapter
2.1.3.2). On the other hand, the involvement of large families in the linkage and LD
analyses yield higher power than the same sample size in a case-control setting
(Hiekkalinna et al., 2012). Additionally, the power depends on the mode of
inheritance of the underlying trait, which was unknown.
Overall, the linkage and association results indicate certain genomic regions instead
of genes. It is not straightforward to infer the genes that might underlie the detected
signals. Enrichment analysis of pathways and functions of genes within or nearby
those assigned regions was performed in this thesis. However, this may involve
complications. The causative variant can be further away from the detected locus
than what was assumed by the selected window sizes. However, larger windows
would have included even more genes that would have brought more noise to the
analysis and the gene-rich regions would have had even more weight. Additionally,
there is a lot of missing information about gene functions, and the functional classes
are biased towards the commonly studied subjects. Thus, the CFG analysis was
performed to more comprehensively rank the genes located near the loci detected
by gene mapping methods.

6.3 Detected selection signature regions
The selection signature methods showed over one hundred regions in the genome
characteristic to musical aptitude. These regions included over 500 genes, for
example, GRIN2B and DOPEY2 that ranked high in the CFG analysis. The regions
detected by any of the three selection signature methods included inner ear
development related genes. The same function was also found in gene mapping of
musical aptitude using the same phenotype, even though the genomic regions were
different.
The use of selection signature methods in the context of complex traits can be
problematic. The methods may not perform optimally in the case of weak effects
resulting from polygenic selection, even under high selection pressure (Pritchard et
al., 2010; Kemper et al., 2014). The FST signals especially showed a dubious pattern.
The FST is one of the most widely used statistics to study differentiation between
different populations. Significant signals should show as outliers from the detected
FST score variation. However, the 128 detected signals (99th percentile of the
variation) did not rise high above the overall variation and, thus, can include
spurious signals. Therefore, the signals detected with haploPS and XP-EHH may be
more reliable, though they are also not designed for detecting polygenic selection.
In fact, most of the inner ear related genes belonged to the haploPS regions. Overall,
the methodology for detecting selection signatures affecting complex traits is still in
developing stage (Qian et al., 2013).
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Interestingly, the chromosome 4 linkage region did not include any selection
signatures. There are multiple reasons that could explain the situation. First, only
positively selected regions were searched for. If the region with the QTL is under
balancing or negative selection, these methods cannot detect it. Second, the methods
look for recent selection, whereas an ancient variant, where the haplotype has
already been divided into shorter fragments over time, could not be detected. These
favoured alleles, where time has already caused diversity in the surrounding region,
can be detected with linkage (Vitti et al., 2013). The FST method is parallel to
association, which was also not detected at the linked region. In fact, FST hits were
more frequent in all other chromosomes compared to chromosome 4.

6.4 Genes suggested by the CFG method
The best-ranked molecules from CFG method were EGR1, FOXP2, FOS and
cortisol (see Table 8 for a longer list). EGR1, FOXP2 and FOS were also the top
presented genes by songbird studies. FOS has been additionally shown to be
upregulated in humans, mice and songbirds in perception or practice of music or
singing (for example, Arnauld et al., 1996; Kimpo and Doupe, 1997; Drnevich et al.,
2012; Hilliard et al., 2012; Kanduri, Kuusi, et al., 2015). Cortisol has only been
indicated in human studies. The top genes also included PHIP, MAPK10, SNCA
and ARHGAP24 that have been associated with musical abilities in more than one
human study (see chapter 6.1).
Many of the top genes which were suggested only in animal models have a function
in humans that can be important in music perception. For example, BDNF encodes
a neurotrophin affecting a range of neuronal responses, like neuronal cell-to-cell
signaling and LTP, which is an important molecular pathway affecting memory and
learning. These functions can be important in music as were suggested by
enrichment analyses (see chapter 6.5.1). A large difference between the included
human and animal model studies was the source of the tissue. Brain tissue is mostly
unavailable in humans; only in one human study brain tissue was used (Salimpoor
et al., 2011) whereas all songbird and other animal model studies used brain as the
main source tissue. Peripheral blood, that has been used as a proxy for unavailable
tissues in many human studies, has been estimated to share most of the
transcriptome with many of the brain tissues (Liew et al., 2006; Sullivan et al., 2006;
Tylee et al., 2013). However, some genes like EGR1 have shown considerable tissuespecificity in the brain of the zebra finch. When many responses occur in the brain
and may not be directly shown in the blood, the information gap between, for
example music stimuli and the expression changes in blood, need to be filled by
using information from animal models.
The main concern about the CFG analysis regards the animal models that have been
used. First, there are no commonly accepted animal models for music practice and
perception. We gave a reduced weight for the animal model studies in the analysis
to correct for uncertainty. However, as the number of the animal studies was
relatively large, they do affect the results. Ultimately, it was not possible to leave all
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uncertain phenotypes out, due to the small number of studies overall. Second, there
are limitations when interpreting genetic effects identified in animal models back to
humans. Even though the expressions have proven to be mostly correlated between
the songbird and human auditory regions (Pfenning et al., 2014), there can be
differences in the function of the genes. Moreover, not all genes exist in the animal
models. For example, songbirds do not have any homolog for the SYN1 gene
(Warren et al., 2010).
Some concern arises with the fast evolvement of cognition related genes. Because
cognitive capacities in humans have recently evolved (Fisher & Ridley, 2013), it may
have also driven the music-related genetic pathways in humans far from other
animals. This may complicate the combined analysis of animal models and human
studies. The genes shown with the CFG analysis supposedly have a conserved
function between the species. Thus, the analysis may lack in showing any fast
evolved genes. Hence, the lack of high scores in the CFG analysis for PCDH7, which
was strongly proposed in the gene mapping of musical aptitude (I), or UGT8 that
has been proposed elsewhere (Park et al., 2012), may not indicate their non-existent
impact on musical abilities. They may have evolved faster in humans, there can be
human-specific features, or these genes may have different functions in the
songbirds that would result in low scores in the analysis.
It has been shown that correlation on one molecular level may not predict evidence
on another level (Bauernfeind et al., 2015). For example, some gene expression
changes, detected at the RNA level, do not necessarily predict the protein level
changes. In the CFG method, all evidence levels from DNA to proteins were
considered. As such, the method ranks those genes highest that have evidence in
multiple levels. Because brain tissue is mostly unavailable in humans, the direct brain
evidence from the protein and RNA levels comes solely from animal studies. To
cover these molecular levels, the use of animal models is needed even though there
are concerns.

6.5 Biological functions related to musical traits
6.5.1 Cognition
The regions identified in the gene mapping studies showed enrichment of
psychiatric diseases and memory-related pathways. As indicated in previous studies,
part of the genetic predisposition for musical abilities is shared with cognitive
abilities like intelligence (Mosing, Pedersen, et al., 2014; Mosing et al., 2016). Also,
memory and other cognition-related traits are important in musical abilities. Thus,
it was no surprise that the CFG-ranked genes showed enrichment of overall
cognition related genes.
Moreover, enrichment of psychiatric diseases can also suggest a more direct link
between the studied phenotypes and psychiatric diseases, as has been suggested
between creativity and psychiatric diseases (Kyaga et al., 2013; Power et al., 2015).
For example, dopamine and serotonin related genes have been associated with both
psychiatric diseases and artistic creativity (Carson, 2011). In the musical aptitude
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study, these psychiatric disease-related genes included PCDH7 and multiple GABA
A receptors. Composing and arranging can be considered as creative tasks and thus
part of creativity. Additionally, music practice and listening have both been shown
to induce brain plasticity (Herholz & Zatorre, 2012). Similarly, it has been suggested
that some creativity related alleles may cause cognitive flexibility that may lead to
psychiatric disorders in adverse environments (Keri, 2009; Hall et al., 2015; Power
et al., 2015). Moreover, music has been used as therapy in many psychiatric
conditions. These observations are in line with the suggested link between musicrelated phenotypes and psychiatric diseases.
Overall, many of the psychiatric diseases include impairment of cognitive abilities
of which a part are also musical abilities (Peretz, 2006; Millan et al., 2012). Thus, it
may be impossible to separate any of these cognition-related genetic signals for one
particular phenotype. Some pathways may be more important, for example, in
musical abilities than in other cognitive abilities. Also, the same variants under a
different environment may develop into different outcomes.
6.5.2 Auditory pathways and the inner ear
The enrichment analyses of the genes identified in the publications I and III also
showed hearing related pathways. This fits the assumptions that musicality
comprises auditory capacities. Sounding music is essentially sound stimuli
transmitted from the cochlea through the auditory pathway into the auditory cortex.
Part of the pitch processing is performed in the inferior colliculus, which makes it
an area of interest, in addition to the inner ear. For example, GATA2 affects the
development of both, the inferior colliculus and the cochlea. The ability to detect
these stimuli is necessary in music perception. Especially because we used
perceptional tests, it is most likely that hearing related genetic variants affect the
phenotype. Expectations were also met in the creative activities gene mapping where
there was no enrichment of hearing related genes.
The CFG analysis showed much less inner ear or hearing related genes than the gene
mapping studies (I, II, III). Most of the studies used in CFG were zebra finch studies
using the song nuclei of the brain. Thus, it is not surprising that the hearing related
genes are not commonly found.
The most significant hearing-related function in the enrichment analyses of gene
mapping studies was inner ear development (I and III). There were seven genes, for
example, PHOX2B and CHRNA9, related to this function in the musical aptitude
linked region and 12 genes in positively selected regions including, for example,
LGR5, ADGRV1 and USH2A.
6.5.3 Speech, music and birdsong
There were many speech-related genes like FOXP2 and VLDLR among the top
results in CFG (IV) and all three gene mapping studies (I, II, III). To date, most
researchers have thought that birdsong is a model for social communication more
so than for singing or other music-related concepts in humans (Scharff & White,
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2004; Simonyan et al., 2012). In CFG, the proportion of studies using unclearly
music-related phenotypes remained large. Some genes like EGR1 may in fact relate
more to complex social structures and social communication instead of plain
auditory stimuli (Avey et al., 2005; Schubloom & Woolley, 2016). However,
birdsong may relate partially to both speech and music (Hauser & McDermott, 2003;
Rothenberg et al., 2014). In human studies, it has been shown that musically-trained
individuals perform better in speech discrimination (Schellenberg, 2015). Also,
FOXP2-related genetic mutation has been found in a family with language and
rhythm impairment (Alcock et al., 2000; Lai et al., 2001). Similarly, the GRIN2B gene
that was found in the selection signature region (III) and ranked high in the CFG
analysis relates to both producing and listening to music and has been shown to
affect dyslexia (Mascheretti et al., 2015).
Another common aspect of speech and music is hearing and perception. The
processing of music compared to speech is different at the cortical level (Zatorre &
Baum, 2012). In spite of this, musicians perform better in many speech-related tasks,
like understanding speech in noise (Slater et al., 2015). Studies on songbirds have
shown that conspecific song affects the birds more than other auditory stimuli,
although other auditory stimuli also have some effect (Velho et al., 2005). Thus, the
genes and pathways may be common but the strength and brain region of the
expressions may be different. There are examples where speech has been impaired
by brain injury when singing remained intact (Peretz, 2006). Thus, there is at least
structural differences in the brain between music practice and speech. It is not
known whether the speech related genes, like FOXP2, are differentially expressed in
different brain regions during singing and speaking. Overall, similar features and
genes are needed in music and in speech but their relationship in evolution and the
brain structures associated with these abilities remain unknown.

6.6 Pathways characteristic to musical abilities
The SNCA gene, upregulated by listening and performing music (Kanduri, Kuusi,
et al., 2015; Kanduri, Raijas, et al., 2015) and affecting the dopaminergic pathway, is
located on chromosome 4q22. The GATA2 gene that was best-associated gene in
musical aptitude gene mapping regulates expression of SNCA (Figure 11) (Scherzer
et al., 2008). GATA2 is abundantly expressed in dopaminergic neurons (Willett &
Greene, 2011) whereas dopaminergic systems are important in music perception in
humans (Salimpoor et al., 2011; Zatorre & Salimpoor, 2013) and in vocal learning
in songbirds (Simonyan et al., 2012; Hoffmann et al., 2016). Thus, the GATA2SNCA connection seems plausible to affect musical ability.
The top-ranked genes from the CFG analysis showed enrichment of excitation of
neurons and LTP. Similarly, cerebellar LTD was enriched in genes in composingrelated genomic regions. These long-term memory pathways are important in
learning and memory, both important in musical abilities and overall cognitive skills
(Collingridge et al., 2010). These pathways enable strengthening or weakening of
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Figure 11. GATA2 regulates SNCA. GATA2 was associated in musical aptitude gene mapping (I).
SNCA which was highly ranked in CFG analysis binds to intron-1 of SNCA to regulate its
expression. Figure updated from Kanduri, Raijas, et al. (2015) with permission.

neuronal activation in response to stimuli. The excitatory response of neurons is a
part of synaptic transmission whose basic functions are excitation or inhibition.
Network analysis of the 40 top-ranked genes showed four non-overlapping
networks (see Table 8). The most prominent network of these four was related to
behaviour. These networks comprised most of the top-ranked genes. An interesting
part of the networks were the connectors (hubs) that were added to connect the
top-ranked genes. For example, adrenergic receptors were not highly ranked but
they were predicted to affect other highly ranked genes within the behaviour-related
network. Similarly, growth hormone was included in the post-transcriptional
modification related network, but it has only been suggested in one music listening
study (Gerra et al., 1998). The hearing-related network includes three miRNAs of
interest: miR-30c-5p, miR-6967-5p and miR-519a-3p that are the major hubs in the
network. Not many studies have even studied any miRNAs and future studies will
show if they actually have function in music perception.
The networks and pathways discussed here may work as suggestions on important
pathways that can mediate the effects of the candidate genes in music. However,
their true importance can only be studied by functional analyses where the genes
and proteins also relate to specific brain, inner ear or other tissue structures. In these
analyses, all interaction information from any cell lines were used. Thus, the real
networks in the tissues relevant to music may work differently.
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Conclusions and future prospects
The study represents pioneering research on biological processes underlying musical
abilities like perceptional skills and creativity in music. The findings provide novel
molecular evidence that genes related to inner ear development, dopaminergic
systems, cognition and memory are potentially interconnected with musical abilities
in humans. The biological pathways identified in this project may not only explain
the molecular mechanisms underlying the musical abilities in humans, but also serve
the purpose of comparisons between other cognitive traits both in normal (for
example language and intelligence) and diseased conditions (for example
schizophrenia and dementia). The findings can be utilised widely, including geneenvironment interaction studies of music and studies on the effect of music as
therapy.
In this thesis, I suggest that singing in songbirds can be used as a model for musical
traits. Some prior studies have suggested this approach, but songbirds have not been
commonly utilised in music studies previously. The gathered evidence points to
common genes between human musical traits and song related phenotypes in birds.
Developing on these animal models, I suggest cognition-related networks and
pathways to be important in musical traits.
Musical abilities relate to auditory processing; fine-tuned hearing is important for
musicians. Hence, it was not surprising that the results obtained in this work indicate
some common genetic pathways between musical abilities and hearing. The results
also give further support for a shared evolutionary background of auditory
processing between vocalising birds and humans.
Music-specific pathways and networks have previously been suggested in brain
studies. The evidence in this work mostly suggests that genes related to general
cognition and hearing affect music practice and perception. No music-specific
molecular pathways or genes were identified. The CFG method was applied to
prioritise sensitivity for the molecules whereas specificity for music was weakened.
Overall, more studies would be needed to verify the findings suggested by the CFG
method, and to improve specificity. Animal models designed for studying music
perception and practice could bring more information on the evolution of music
and the specific molecular background for music, especially in the brain and inner
ear. Whether the music-specificity observed in brain studies results from the
common genetic pathways functioning on music-specific brain regions, or from
music-specific molecular pathways, remains unsolved.
As musicians have always noted, there are differences between musicians. Some are
good at improvising while others are better at learning new pieces. The findings here
provide evidence of genetic predisposition affecting the differences between
musically experienced individuals: the drive to arrange or compose. The relatively
large role of inherited component in this kind of complex behaviour was not
expected. Even though there are genetic factors affecting the musical abilities,
individual’s future expertise cannot be predicted from the genetic information.
Conclusions and future prospects
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However, the genetic studies about musical abilities may help individuals to cope
with their innate differences; for example, knowledge about genetic background of
amusia can change the way amusics are considered in schools.
Future studies should further assess the importance of the findings. Next generation
sequencing could be used to identify possible causative variation in the suggested
regions, for example, at chromosome 4q sequencing could reveal genomic variants
explaining the detected linkage. At this thesis, some aspects of the genetics of music
are perceived but a great deal requires further clarification.
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